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A. Introduction 

1. My name is Terry A. Pickens and I am an 

engineer in Commonwealth Edison Company's Station Nuclear 

Engineering Department ( "SNED"). I graduated from Southern 

Illinois University 1 Carbondale, Illinois in June, 1976 with 

a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering Technology. I have been 

employed by Commonwealth Edison since June, 1976 and am 

currently the project engineer responsible for the modifications 

currently underway to increase the spent fuel storage 

capacity at the Dresden Nuclear Power Plant Units 2 and 3. 

As a result of my work experience I am personally familiar 

.with all pertinent aspects of the proposed Dresden spent 

fuel racks. More particularly, my present responsibilities 

in connection with design, engineering procurement, licensing, 

and installation of the proposed absorber racks have caused 

me to study the details of the Dresden spent fuel pool, the 

spent fuel cooling system, and related sections of the Final 

Safety Analysis Report ( "FSAR") • Applicant's architect/engineer 

with respect to this project, Nuclear Services Corporation -

Quadrex ("NSC"), is subject to my supervision and control, 

althou9h I am not qualified to address the more technical 

details of the work they did in connection with this project. 

2. As a result of this training, experience and 

study I believe I am qualified to address Board Question No. 1 

and Contentions 2, 3 and 6. 
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B. Board Question No. 1 

3. Board Question No. 1 asks: 

A. What is the current status of the spent 
fuel unfilled storage capacity at Dresden 
Station Units 2 and 3? 

B. When will full core discharge no longer 
be possible? 

C. When will normal refueling discharge no 
longer be possible? 

D. What alternatives, if any, exist to 
shutting down the Unit(s) when the spent 
fuel pool(s) is (are) filled to capacity? 

E. Which, if any, of these alternatives 
would require subsequent license amend
ments? 

4. The Dresden Nuclear Power Station includes 

twc 800 MWe (Units 2 and 3) and one 200 MWe (Unit 1) nuclear 

generating units. The reactor core for Dresden Unit 1 

consists of 464 fuel assemblies. The cores for Units 2 and 

3 each consist of 724 fuel assemblies. 

5. A spent fuel storage pool is provided for 

each of the Dresden generating units. There are storage 

spaces for 720 fuel assemblies in the Unit 1 fuel storage 

pool, 1400 fuel assemblies in the Unit 2 fuel storage pool, 

and 1420 fuel assemblies in the Unit 3 fuel storage pool. 

The fuel assemblies for Units 2 and 3 are identical. The 

fuel assemblies for Unit 1 are an earlier design and smaller 

than the fuel assemblies used for Units 2 and 3. Consequently, 

fuel assemblies used for Units 2 and 3 cannot be stored in 

the Unit 1 fuel storage pool. However, with special adaptors, 
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fuel assemblies from Unit 1 can be stored in the Unit 2 and 

Unit 3 pools. 

6. The current status of the spent fuel unfilled 

storage capacity at the Dresden generating units is as follows: 

Unit Pool Stored Assemblies 
Remaining 

Storage Capacity 

1 

2 

3 

219 

668 

760 

501 

732 

660 

No fuel assemblies from Unit 1 are being stored in 

the fuel storage pools of Units 2 and 3 at this time • 

. 7. Full Core Discharge Capability ("FCDC") is 

defined as sufficient unused storage capacity in the spent 

fuel storage pool to receive the total number of fuel 

assemblies from a reactor core. Commonwealth Edison believes 

maintaining FCDC in each unit is desirable to ensure that any 

repairs and maintenance of the reactor vessel requiring 

discharge of the fuel can be carried out promptly and econo-

mically. FCDC is not a safety requirement since reactors 

are designed to shut down and store indefinitely the fuel 

in the reactor core in a safe manner. Considering each 

tinit's fuel ~torage pool in isolation, Dresden Unit 3 lost 

FCDC in February, 1980. Unit 2 will lose FCDC in January, 

1981. The purpose of this application is to restore and 

maintain FCDC in the Dresden Units 2 and 3. 

8. Refueling Discharge Capability ("RDC") is 

defined as sufficient storage capacity in the spent fuel 
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storage pool to accept the number of fuel assemblies which 

need to be replaced to accomplish a normal refueling of a 

reactor based on an 18 month operating cycle. Each reload 

for Unit 2 or Unit 3 consist~ of approximately 204 fuel 

assemblies. The actual number of fuel assemblies which are 

replaced will vary according to the projected power needs 

over the next operating cycle. RDC is essential to allow 

unloading of spent fuel and loading of new fuel. Again, 

viewing each generating-unit's fuel storage pool in isolation, 

Unit 2 will lose RDC in October, 1984, and Unit 3 will lose 

RDC in February, 1985. This would require shutdown of the 

Dresden Unit 2 reactor approximately in February, 1986 and 

shutdown of the Dresden 3 reactor approximately in September, 

1986, at the end of the subsequent refueling cycles. Should 

this occur Dresden Units 2 anc 3 could not restart until RDC 

was reestablished or another location for storing or disposing 

of the spent fuel in the core was found. 

9. In my opinion, there are no viable alternatives 

to shutting down the Dresden generating units when the spent 

fuel storage pools are filled to capacity. I have reached 

this conclusion for the following reasons: 

a) Shifting of Spent Fuel: Fuel assemblies from 

Unit 1 may be stored in any of the three Dresden spent fuel 

storage pools. No spent fuel from Unit 1 is currently 

stored in the spent fuel storage pools of Units 2 and 3. In 

contrast, the fuel assemblies used in generating Units 2 and 
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3, due to the design differences noted above, can only be 

stored, and thus shifted between, the spent fuel storage 

pools for Units 2 and 3. This shifting of fuel assemblies 

between storage pools is accomplished through the use of a 

spent fuel shipping cask., By utilizing the combined storage 

capacity of the storage pools provided for Units 2 and 3 FCDC 

and RDC for one generating unit can be maintained for a 

longer period of time than if each pool i~ considered separately. 

The shifting of fuel assemblies between the Unit 2 

and Unit 3 storage pools is, however, in my opinion, un-

satisfactory. First, even using the combined storage capa-

bilities of storage pools for Units 2 and 3, FCDC will be 

lost in January, 1983, with RDC diFappearing in March, 1985. 

This does not constitute a significant improvement in the 

storage difficulties Conunonwealth Edison is presently 

encountering. Second, shifting of .fuel assemblies between 

the spent fuel storage pools is a very slow process (approxi-

mately 14 fuel assemblies every three days) and the need for 

FCDC in on·e pool or the other due to unscheduled outages 

cannot be anticipated. Consequently, reliance on the 

transfer of fuel assemblies between storage pools of Units 2 

and 3 will unduly extend unscheduled outages whenever FCDC 

is needed. 

b) Transshipment To Other Nuclear Stations: 

/ 

Commonwealth Edison Company has filed an application with 

the NRC seeking permission to transship spent fuel assemblies 
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between Dresden and Quad Cities nuclear stations. This 

application is currently the subject of a contested proceeding 

before another licensing board, involving the Natural Resources 

Defense Council, Citizens for a Better Environment and the 

State of Illinois as.intervenors. The Staff has not yet 

produced a Safety Evaluation Report and Commonwealth Edison 

is unable to predict when the requested transshipment authority 

will be forthcoming. 

Authority to transship fuel between Dresden and 

Quad Cities stations will not alleviate the shortage of 

spent fuel storage at Dresden Units 2 and 3. Transshipments 

will make best use of, rather than increase, existing storage 

capacity. Quad Cities is presently expected to lose FCDC in 

March, 1984 and RDC in September, 1985. Thus, transshipments 

of fuel assemblies between Dresden and Quad Cities stations 

will not significantly prolong the ability to operate of Dresden 

Units 2 and 3. 

c) Reprocessing: Under the Carter Administration's 

policy, the reprocessing of spent fuel is not an option 

available to Commonwealth Edison. Even if a change in policy 

were to be announced in the near future, it is uncertain when 

commercial reprocessing of spent fuel would begin. The 

Commission would need to complete its Generic Environmental 

Statement on the use of Mixed Oxide Fuels (nGESMO") and issue 

licenses for commercial reprocessing plants such as the one 

built by Allied General Nuclear Services in Barnwell, South 
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Carolina. Moreover, the Barnwell facility could not accept 

and reprocess all of the spent fuel stored at the nation's 

nuclear facilities at once. 

d) Away From Reactor Storage ("AFR"): AFR, in my 

opinion, does not constitute a present alternative to the 

inst~llation of high~ensity, neutron absorbing racks requested 

in this proceeding. There is only one commercially licensed 

facility presently accepting spent fuel assemblies. This is 

the General Electric Morris facility. Commonwealth Edison 

Company has exhausted all of the storage space there which it has 

contracted for. It is doubtful whether additional space can 

be made available. G. E. Morris currently only accepts spent 

fuel from utilities with which it has entered into reprocessing 

agreements. Commonwealth Edison is not a party to any of 

'these agreements. Moreover, while the federal government 

may ultimately build or otherwise acquire AFR facilities, 

legislation authorizing federal AFR's and appropriating funds 

for this purpose has not yet been enacted by Congress. More-

over, any federal AFR would require the preparation of an 

environmental impact statement and licensing by the NRC. 

Commonwealth Edison has researched the possibility 

of constructing its own centrally located AFR facility to 

serve its nuclear generating stations. Such a facility was 

not favored because on-site storage of spent fuel assemblies 
I 

enjoyed a cost advantage of over 3 to 1. Furthermore, the 

time needed for licensing and constructing such a facility 
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was estimated to be in excess of six years. 

e) Physical Expansion of Pools: From an engineering 

perspective, I believe that it would be extremely difficult 

and expensive to expand the spent fuel storage pools of 

Dresden Units 2 and 3. This is due to the limited space 

available and the fact that these storage pools are located 

above ground level and adjacent to the reactor vessel. 

Moreover, any alteration of the physical characteristics of 

the storage pools for Units 2 and 3 would involve the problem 

of where to move the spent fuel assemblies presently stored 

in these pools during construction. Physical expansion of 

spent fuel storage pools would probably present an unreviewed 

safety question requiring licensing approval by the NRC. 

f) Alternate Rack Designs: In my opinion, Common

wealth Edison acted reasonably when it selected the high 

density, neutron absorbing racks to install in the Dresden spent 

fuel storage pools. Alternative rack designs would not have 

increased the storage capacity of Unit 2's and 3's spent 

fuel pools as much as the racks the subject of this proceeding. 

I cannot see any environmental, economic or safety reasons 

to pursue other rack designs at this time. 

10. While I am not a lawyer, it is my understanding, 

after consulting with lawyers, that all of the alternatives 

enumerated above, with the exception of the shifting of 

spent fuel between the spent fuel storage pools of Dresden 
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Units 2 and 3, would require the issuance of licenses by the 

NRC, either to Commonwealth Edison or to other persons. 

Commonwealth Edison was granted authority to shift spent fuel 

among the various pools at Dresden Station by NRC license 

amendments numbers 34 and 31 to Facility Operating License 

Numbers DPR-19 and DPR-25, dated January 30, 1978. 

C. Contentions 2 and 3 

11. Contention 2 asserts: 

The Application does not show that the quality 
control and quality assurance programs of Appli
cant and its contractors are adequate to assure 
that tube and rack construction and the boron-10 
loading of the Boral in the tubes will meet 
specifications. 

12. Walter Shewski's testimony on contention 2 

briefly outlines the.Quality Assurance procedures that have 

been designed and implemented to assure that the tube and 

rack construction, including the Boron-10 loading of the 

Boral in the tubes, will meet the specifications. My 

testimony will summarize the responsibilities of the Engineering 

Department with respect to Quality Control and Quality 

Assurance for the design and procurement of the Dresden 

tubes and racks. In addition, I will discuss the technical 

problems which have arisen during fabrication of the racks 

and demonstrate that Commonwealth Edison, Nuclear Services 

Corp. ("NSC"), Leckenby and Brooks & Perkins have worked 

to resolve those problems in a responsible manner. 

13. With respect to Quality Control, Commonwealth 

Edison's Station Nuclear Engineering Department is responsible 
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for designating a project as safety or non-safety related. 

Projects designated as safety related must comply with the 

requirements of Commonwealth Edison's Quality Assurance 

Program and SNED's Quality Control Procedures. In addition, 

all vendors which work on projects designated safety related 

must have Quality Assurance programs, and comply with such 

programs, approved by Commonwealth Edison and on file with 

Commonwealth Edison's Quality Assurance Department. 

14. In the case of the fuel racks which are the 

subject of this proceeding, a decision was made in 1977 to 

expand the spent fuel storage pools of Dresden Units 2 and 3 

utilizing high density absorber spent fuel racks. NSC was 

contracted to act as the architect-engineer. This project 

was initially designated non-safety related and NSC's 

purchase order was written accordingly. Late in 1977, 

Commonwealth Edison upgraded the project to safety-related 

status. At that point NSC was verbally notified that the 

racks were safety related and instructed to upgrade their 

compliance with their Quality Assurance Program. NSC 

internal work initiation sheets indicate that this was done 

as early as October, 1977. 

15. This change in status was not formally 

incorporated into the purchase order until October, 1980. 

The NSC purchase order now has the proper safety related 

designation and approved program listed. I was in error for 

not formally amending the NSC purchase order in a .timely 
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fashion. This documentation error was harmless, however, 

since it did not compromise the quality of the tubes' and 

racks' fabrication. The Commonwealth Edison Quality Assurance 

Department audited the NSC files and determined that all 

work has been done in accordance with their Quality Assurance 

Program. Moreover, both the Brooks & Perkins and Leckenby 

contracts were from the very beginning properly identified 

as safety related and had the approved Quality Assurance 

Programs listed. All work done by Brooks & Perkins and 

Leckenby has been in accordance with their own Quality 

Assurance Programs. 

16. Operation of Commonwealth Edison's Quality 

Control and Qu&lity Assurance procedures is illustrated by 

the technical problems which have been identified during 

fabrication by Commonwealth Edison's, NSC's, Leckenby's and 

Brooks & Perkins' Quali_ty Control and Quality Assurance 

programs. All problems have been documented properly via 

Deviation Disposition Requests (DDR's) and their resolutions 

have been reviewed and approved by NSC and Commonwealth 

Edison. In my opinion, these problems have been resolved 

sa ti sf actorily: · 

(a) Particularly close attention h~s been paid to 

_the problem areas which arose in the Zion spent fuel rack 

project. For example, during construction of the Zion racks 

"oil canning" on the inner face of tubes occurred when the 

tubes were welded together. By "oil canning" I mean that 
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shrinkage due to the cooling of welds sometimes caused a slight 

bulging of the inner walls of some of the tubes so that the 

tubes had to be resized to meet the mandrel test which 

ensures that the tubes will be large enough to accommodate a 

fuel assembly. When this point was reached in fabricating 

the Dresden racks it was discovered that due to the smaller . 
cross section of the tube the tube walls were stiffer and no 

"oil canning" occurred; 

(b) A problem which occurred with a number of 

tubes for both the Zion and Dresden spent fuel racks was the 

loss of proper identification of boral stock during the 

rolling and stamping of boral sheets. Loss of identification 

sometimes was due to the ~eformation of identification 

markings occasioned by this process. Also, due to human 

error, documentation establishing the acceptability of 

neutron attenuation properties for some plates has been lost 

after the boral plates have been inserted into a tube and 

hydrosized. In the first case, identification was re-established 

by subjecting the boral plate to a neutron attenuation test 

at the University of Michigan's reactor. In the second 

case, due to the physical impossibility of performing the 

test on completed tubes at the University of Michigan's 

reactor, Brooks & Perkins contracted National Nuclear Corporation 

to perform a neutron attenuation test similar to the neutron 

attenuation test to be performed at Dresden after the racks 

are installed in the spent fuel storage pools. This test 
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consists of inserting a neutron source and shielded monitor 

in a tube which is lying flat on a plastic block. The 

plastic serves to reflect neutrons back towards the shielded 

monitor thereby allowing them to be detected. The neutron 

count is recorded q_nd compared to standard samples of stainless 

steel and boral. Procedures for both types of tests were 

reviewed by NSC and Commonwealth Edison. The acceptance 

criteria for the test done by National Nuclear Corporation 

at Brooks & Perkins was derived by comparison of results 

with those obtained through neutron attenuation testing at 

the University of Michigan's reactor. The National Nuclear 

test provides a 6% reproducibility with 3 sigma (99.7%) confidence. 

:c) (i) Other significa~t problems which occurred 

during manufacturing include the bowing of the first rack to 

be fabricated and the accumulation of pitch spacing tolerances. 

The first Dresden rack to be manufactured bowed due to tube 

welds. The racks are constructed by connecting tubes via 

full length corner to corner welds. As these welds cooled 

they would shrink slightly and cause the array of tubes to bend. 

Each additional row of tubes aggravated the bowing. After 

the fourth row of tubes were welded on to the rack Leckenby 

notified NSC that the rack was askew by approximately 1/16". 

Work was stopped and after meetings between the parties 

involved it was decided to try flipping the racks after the 

welding of each row of tubes was completed. This allows the 

bow of each subsequent row to counteract the bow from the 
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previous row. NSC calculated the amount of bow each row 

added using this. welding technique and showed that the 

bowing was within allowable tolerances after the completion 

of five rows. After the welding of five rows the stiffness 

and mass of the rack prevents the remaining welding from 

further bowing the rack. 

(c) (ii) With respect to pitch spacing, Leckenby 

reported to NSC on completion of the first Dresden spent 

fuel rack that although the minimum average center to center 

spacing was within allowable tolerances, there was an 

unanticipated systematic effect which caused the overall 

dimensions of the rack to be slightly smaller than that 

c~lled for by the S?ecifications. This occurred because as 

the corner to corner welds cool, they shrink slightly and 

tend to pull the rack together in a slightly more dense 

configuration than called for by the specifications. 

Specifications had called for pitch spacing at 6.3"~ 0.060" 

non- accumulative. Because of the weld shrinkage effect, 

the rack was 25 mils shorter in one lateral dimension than 

called for in the original design. In response NSC per

formed a criticality analysis in which the center to center 

spacings were all assumed to decrease to 6.24" (6.3"- 0.060") 

and demonstrated that even such a rack, which would shrink a 

maximum of .78" on a row containing 13 storage spaces would 

satisfy all criticality requirements (Keff less than 0.95) 

and that such a rack could still be used. In addition, 
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tooling changes were initiated by Leckenby to better control 

the pitch spacing. The reanalysis of criticality required a 

change in NSC's Licensing Report, which is reflected in 

Revision 3 of that report sent to the Licensing Board on 

October 28, 1980. 

17. As a final test, National Nuclear Corporation 

will perform a neutron attenuation test of a sampling of 

tubes in the Dresden racks after they are immersed in the 

pools. This test, while not as accurate as the National 

Nuclear test conducted on some tubes at Brooks & Perkins, 

will serve as a gross check to ensure that Boral plates are 

present in the tubes. Enough tubes will be checked to 

ensure that Boral plates are pr£sent in all the tubes to a 

95% confidence factor. If any boral plate is missing, the 

tube will be blocked and 100% of all the tubes in the pool 

will be checked. This test was conducted at Zion and to 

date no Boral plates have been found to be missing. 

18. In conclusion, based on my knowledge and 

personal experience, particularly as illustrated by the 

above noted examples, I am confident that the quality control 

and quality assurance programs being used adequately ensure 

that the tubes and racks will meet the required specifications. 

19. Contention 3 asserts: 

The Application does not demonstrate that rack 
and tube packaging, transportation, and receipt 
inspections are adequate to prevent and detect 
transportation damage. 

20. The testimony of Walter Shewski on contention 

3 outlines the methods taken by Brooks & Perkins and Leckenby 
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to prevent transportation damage and by Leckenby and Commonwealth 

Edison to assure that any tubes or racks which have been 

damaged as a result of improper packaging and/or transportation 

will be detected. My testimony will relate my personal 

involvement in the-transportation incident which caused 

damage to some of the boxes containing tubes in the first 

two shipments which Brooks & Perkins sent to Leckenby in 

early August, 1979. 

21. When the above noted shipments arrived at 

Leckenby it was discovered that boxes containing tubes had 

tipped over onto other boxes during transit. Brooks & 

Perkins utilized a transportation procedure at that time 

which required the tubes to be packaged in heavy duty 

corrugated boxing. Each box contained four tubes and the 

tubes were separated from each other by cardboard separators. 

Each box was individually banded and then banded with other 

boxes onto a wooden skid. Each skid held six boxes, two 

across and three high. These package units were then loaded 

into a closed trailer. Two .package units were located along 

each wall of the trailer. Bracing was then placed between 

,the adjacent wood skids to prevent sliding. 

22. At some unknown point in transit, as the 

truck was negotiating a turn, centrifugal force caused 

the boxes on one side of the trailer to move towards the 

center. These boxes tipped over. This occurred because, 

while the skids were not allowed to slide, the banding of 
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e. 

the boxes was not sufficiently tight to prevent slippage of 

the boxes. It should be noted that Brooks & Perkins' packaging 

was in compliance with their approved procedure. 

23. The procedure was subsequently modified in 

September, 1979. The skids were then placed in a two skid 

long-two skid wide configuration down the center line of the 

truck and banded together into place. 
1 

This provides a 

broader base and a larger mass to prevent sliding of the 

skids. The additional banding prevented shifting of the 

boxes during the time it was in effect. In January, 1980 

the procedure described.in the testimony of Walter Shewski 

was adopted. This procedure was requested by Brooks & 

Perkins because it was similar to packaging being used.on 

another project and it allows use of a flat bed trailer 

which provides easier handling of the boxes. 

24. When Leckenby informed me of the transportation 

incident described above I notified Brooks & Perkins of the 

problem and accompanied their representative to Leckenby in 

order to review the situation. We inspected the boxes for 

damage and wherever damage was suspected identified the 

tubes and had them shipped back to Brooks & Perkinslfor 

inspection and acceptance. Eighty tubes were so identified 

and sent back to Brooks & Perkins for re-inspection. Of the 

eighty tubes only three required minor rework and these 

subsequently passed inspection. The eighty tubes' inspection 
' 

and acceptance are documented in Brooks & Perkins' Deviation 
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Disposition Requests 6 and 7, respectively dated September 

21, 1979 and September 24, 1979. Tubes which were not 

shipped back to Brooks & Perkins were put through the normal 

receiving inspection at Leckenby. None of these tubes 

failed to pass inspection. 

25. Based on my involvement in this transportation 

incident I believe that any damage to the tubes was detected 

and corrected, and that the procedures, inspections and 

tests as described in the testimony of Walter Shewski will 

disclose any future damage and prevent the installation of 

spent fuel storage racks which do not conform to the design 

requirements and specifications. 

c. Contention 6 

26. Contention 6 asserts: 

The Application inadequately addresses the 
increased consequences of accidents considered in 
the FSAR, SER and FES associated with the operating 
license review of Dresden Units 2 and 3 due to 
the increased number of spent fuel assemblies and 
additional amounts of defective fuel to be stored 
in the spent fuel pool as a result of the 
modification. 

27. Analyses of postulated accidents involving 

the spent fuel pools for Dresden Units 2 and 3 are contained 

in several documents. The Final Safety Analysis Report 

("FSAR") was prepared in-November, 1967 and submitted as part 

of Commonwealth Edison's application for AEC operating 

licenses for Dresden. Two Safety Evaluation Reports ("SER") 

for the two Dresden Units and a single Final Environmental 

Statement (."FES") for both units were prepared by the Atomic 
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Energy Staff in 1969, 1970 and 1973 respectively to document 

their review of Commonwealth Edison's application. 

28. The FES considered two categories of accidents 

which are possibly relevant to this proceeding: refueling 

and spent fuel handling accidents (Attachment l)~ The 

refueling accidents are labelled "fuel bundle drop" and 

"heavy object drop," both involving dropping things onto 

the reactor core. Under the category of spent fuel handling 

accidents, the FES evaluated the results of dropping (1) a 

fuel assembly in a spent fuel storage rack: (2) a heavy 

object on to a loaded spent fuel storage rack: and (3) the 

dropping of a cask. 

29. The accidents considered in the FES were not 

mechanistic; that is, no effort was made to determine what 

would really happen if, for example, a spent fuel assembly 

were dropped in the fuel rack. Instead, the consequences of 

such accidents were analyzed in accordance with certain 

defined assumptions contained in 10 CFR Part SO Appendix 
1/ 

D (Attachment 2) .- For example, the drop of a spent fuel 

assembly in the fuel rack is assumed to result in a release 

of all the gap activity in one row of pins, one week after 

shutdown. 

1/ 10 CFR Part SO Appendix D was revoked effective July 
Is, 1974 and replaced by 10 CFR Part Sl. 

I have been informed by the NRC Staff that in calculating 
the consequences of the spent fuel handling accidents 
(Attachment 1, Table 7.2, Events 7.1 through 7.3} for Dresden, 
the Staff assumed gap activity to be 2% of the total activity 
in a fuel pin, rather than the 1% given in 10 CFR Part SO 
Appendix D. 
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30. Because the consequences of the accidents 

considered in the FES follow directly from the assumptions 

dictated by 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix D, it is difficult, and 

perhaps not even meaningful, to talk about increased consequences 

of such accidents due to the proposed reracking. Those 

consequences are defined, and therefore independent of the 

configuration of the storage racks in the Dresden pools or 

the mechanism by which any accident occurs. 

31. Nevertheless, one can examine the assumptions 

used in the FES to determine whether they would be affected 

by the proposed reracking. 

32. The "fuel bundle drop" onto the core (Attach

rn~nt 1, Table 7.2, Event 6.1) will be addressed below in 

my discussion of FSAR and SER accidents. 

33. The "Heavy object drop onto fuel in core" 

(Attachment 1, Table 7.2, Event 6.2) assumes, among other 

things, the release of all the gap activity in one average 

fuel assembly after 100 hours decay time (Attachment 2, 

Section 6.2). The "heavy object" referred to, according to 

the NRC Staff, is a reactor vessel head stud. This type of 

accident is totally unrelated to the installation and use of 

the new spent fuel storage racks. Refueling procedures are 

not going to be changed, nor are any new "heavy objects" 

going to be carried over the core. Therefore the proposed 

reracking will not alter the probability or consequences of 

this accident. 
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34. The "fuel assembly drop in fuel rack" (Attach-

ment 1, Table 7.2, Event 7.1) postulates that the gap 

activity in one row of fuel pins in one assembly is released 

after one week's decay time (Attachment 2, Section 7.1). 

Increasing the spent fuel storage capacity in the Dresden 
2/ 

pools will not change the fuel being used- and therefore 

does not call into question the FES assumptions concerning 

damage to a dropped assembly. Commonwealth Edison's 

architect/engineer, Quadrex, has analyzed the effect of a 

dropped assembly hitting one of the new racks and has shown 

that the deformed rack will still maintain the criticality 

coefficient Keff below 0.95. Licensing Report, Section 

3.4.3.5; R.F. Janacek, letter to Director of Nuclear Reactor 

Regulation dated May 30, 1979 including Commonwealth Edison's 

response to NRC Technical Review Question 7, Round 2 (Attachment 

3) • 

35. The likelihood of a fuel assembly drop in the 

spent fuel pool is increased somewhat since the proposed 

rack replacement involves about 3700 additional fuel movements 

for both storage pools not contemplated when Dresden Units 2 

and 3 were licensed. This represents an increase of about 

5-6% over the 66,000 fuel moves anticipated over the lifetime 

of both units. Two points need to be made, however. The 

fuel to be shifted during the proposed rack replacement 

operation will have been stored for a period longer than the 

~/ See paragraph 44, below. 
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one week assumed in the FES; therefore the consequences of a 

fuel drop accident during the installation of new racks would 

be reduced. Second, not granting the license amendments 

requested in this proceeding might also result in an increased 

number of fuel move~ over the lifetime of the statio~ since 

Commonwealth Edison would probably have to shift fuel among 

the Dresden pools to prolong station operation pending the 

availability of an AFR. 

36. The "Heavy object drop onto fuel rack" 

(Attachment 1, Table 7.2, Event 7.2) postulates the release 

of all the gap activity in one average fuel assembly thirty 

days after shutdown (Attachment 2, Section 7.2). The "heavy 

object" is not defined, and we have been unable to determine 

what kind of object the NRC originally had in mind. The 

heaviest object carried over stored spent fuel in the Dresden 

spent fuel pools is another spent fuel assembly. Since the 

proposed .reracking does not involve changing the fuel in 

fuel handling procedures used at Dresden and does not involve 

carrying any objects heavier than a spent fuel assembly over 

stored fuel, the likelihood and consequences of a "heavy 

object drop onto fuel rack" are not increased. The likelihood 
. 

and consequences of dropping a rack during rack replacement 

operation are described in paragraph 41 below. 

37. The FES considered a spent fuel cask drop 

(Attachment 1, Table 7.2, Event 7.3). This accident involved 

a fully loaded spent fuel cask being dropped while being 
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lowered onto a waiting flat car. All the gap activity in the 

fuel in the cask was assumed to be released. This event was 

chosen to represent its category because it had the potential 

for dropping the fuel cask from its maximum height of 99 

feet. The FES did not consider dropping the cask inside the 

fuel pool. The FES references statements made in Supplement 

No. 1 to the Dresden Unit 3 Environmental Report to the 

effect that dropping a spent fuel cask in the spent fuel 

pools would not cause significant structural damage to the 

pools, that the spent fuel cask integrity would still be 

assured, and that no rel~ase from the spent fuel cask would 

occur. Further, both Commonwealth Edison and the Staff 

assumed ~hat the cask would not s~rike fuel in the pool 

since administrative controls were in force at that time to 

prevent the cask from moving over the racks containing spent 

fuel. The cask drop accident onto a flat car as analyzed in 

FES Section 7 is obviously not affected by the proposed 

reracking. 

38. After the issuance of operating licenses, 

further analyses of the cask drop accident were carried out. 

In May, 1973 Dresden Station Special Report No. 28 was 

prepared by Sargent & Lundy for Commonwealth Edison and 

submitted to the NRC as part of a request to allow use of a 

cask- to ship spent fuel to the G. E. Morris facility. Special 

Report No. 28 analyzed in great detail the dropping of General 

Electric IF-300 70 ton spent fuel cask in the spent fuel 
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pool, among other things. Again, the accident did not 

consider· the striking of fuel in the pool by the cask as the 

cask is never suspended over fuel stored in the pool. The 

report concluded that the fuel pools would withstand the drop 

of a 70 ton cask with no significant cracking. 

39. By letter dated April 23; 1973, the NRC Staff 

requested Commonwealth Edison to install an acceptable cask 

drop protection system which would provide additional 

assurance of pool structural integrity in the event of a cask 

drop. By letter dated November 8, 1974 Commonwealth Edison 

submitted Dresden Special Report No. 41, describing modifications 

to the crane handling system at Dresden to preclude dropping 

a spent fuel shipping cask by preventing poctulated single 

component failures. As part of these modifications Commonwealth 

Edison installed an electrical interlock system to prevent crane 

or cask travel over spent fuel or outside a specific controlled 

path. After nearly two years of further review, the NRC 

Staff issued a Safety Evaluation Report dated June 3, 1976 

along with Amendment Nos. 22 and 19 to License Nos. DPR-19 

and DPR-25 in June, 1976. The Safety Evaluation concludes 

that the overhead crane handling system and the associated 

spent fuel cask handling technical s~ecifications meet NRC 

requirements and.are acceptable for handling spent fuel casks 

weighing up to 100 tons. 

4 O. Commonweal th. Edison currently owns a Transnuclear 

TN-9 cask used for spent fuel shipping. Its weight in the 
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fully loaded condition is approximately 40 tons. It also 

has access to the General Electric IF-300 70 ton cask. It is 

anticipated that the TN-9 or IF-300 casks would be used if 

fuel moves outside of the pool take place in the future. However, 

no cask movements are involved in the proposed installation 

of new spent fuel racks, and continued operation of the station 

with the new racks will not require any change in cask 

handling procedures. 

41. Commonwealth Edison intends to use the same 

crane which is used to move a spent fuel shipping cask to 

install the new spent fuel racks. Administrative controls 

are being implemented to prevent movement of any racks over 

other racks containing spent fuel assemblies. If a ra=k 

were dropped in the pool, but not on spent fuel, the consequences 

would be bounded by the analysis given in Special Report No. 

28 because the racks are lighter and would have less impact 

than that of a dropped cask. While the pool liner might be 

torn, the concrete and steel structure of the pool would not 

suffer significant damage. Any water leaking through the 

liner would be collected by drainage troughs leading to the 

reactor building floor drain system. There are four drain 

outlets for each fuel pool, each of which is valved closed. 

Therefore, there would be no escape of pool water to the 

environment. 

42. The FSAR and SER considered four design basis 

accidents. These were a control rod drop, a main steam line 

break outside the drywell, the loss of reactor coolant 
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accident and a refueling accident. Only the last accident's 

likelihood or consequences may potentially be relevant to 

this proceeding. 

43. The refueling accident considered in the FSAR 

and SER was the dropping of a fuel assembly onto the reactor 

core from the maximum height allowed by the refueling 

equipment (less than 30 feet). This analysis appears in 

FSAR section 14.2.2.4 (Attachment 4); in the Dresden 2 SER 

section 4.2 (Attachment 5); and in the Dresden 3 SER Section 4 

(Attachment 6). In addition, the FES considers a "fuel 

bundle drop" onto the reactor core (Attachment 1, Table 7.2, 

Event 6.1; Attachment 2, Section 6.1). Although there is a 

remarkable disparity in the consequences given in these 

different documents for what at least nominally is the same 

accident, owing to the different assumptions used, even the 

highest estimate given is well within regulatory limits. 

Increasing the storage capacity of the spent fuel pools for 

Dresden Units 2 and 3 will not alter the results of these 

analyses, because it neither changes the fuel being used, 

the frequency of fuel movements over the reactor core, nor 

the number of fuel assemblies in the core which might be 

subject to impact. 

44. On March 25, 1974 and December 26, 1974, 

Dresden Units 3 and 2, respectively, were granted permission 

by the NRC to use BxB fuel. As part of the reload fuel 

application submitted by Commonwealth Edison and reviewed.by 
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the NRC at that time, the refueling fuel drop accident 

considered in the FSAR was reanalyzed using 8x8 fuel 'rather 

than 7x7 fuel. The conclusion reached was that the consequences 

of this accident would be slightly less using 8x8 fuel, 

because even though more rods would be broken, the average 

activity per rod in the 8x8 assembly is less than in the 7x7 

assembly originally considered. 

45. The design of structures important to safety 

at Dresden Nuclear Power Station takes into account seismic 

loadings. FSAR section 12 identifies the spent fuel storage 

pools and their cooling systems as Class I seismic structures 

and components. Accordingly, they have been designed to 

withstand the Operating Basis Earthquake {"OBE") and Safe 

Shutdown Earthquake ("SSE") defined for Dresden Units 2 and 

3. The structural capacity of the spent fuel storage pools 

for Dresden 2 and 3 was reviewed and the seismic loadings 

were taken into account when the new racks were designed. 

The consequences of the OBE and SSE earthquakes are therefore 

not increased by the proposed modification. Obviously the 

likelihood or expected magnitude of an earthquake is not 

increased by the proposed action. 

46. The design of structures important to safety 

at Dresden also includes consideration of tornado-driven 

.missiles. FSAR section 12 identifies the reactor building, 

which houses the spent fuel storage pools for Dresden Units 
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2 and 3, as one of several structures designed to withstand 

the impact of tornado-driven missiles. Since installation 

of ~e high density absorber spent fuel racks will not 

require structural modification of the reactor building, the 

proposed modification will not increase the likelihood or 

consequences of a tornado. 

47. For the reasons stated above, I believe that 

the proposed installation of new spent fuel storage racks and 

continued operation of Dresden Units 2 and 3 with increased 

spent fuel storage capacity will not increase the consequences 

of accidents considered in the FSAR, SER and FES associated 

with the operating license review of Dresden Units 2 and 3. 
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7. E!WIRONME\"TAL EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTS 

i .1 rLANT ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE "1A'.:'ER1ALS 

A hish degree of protectior. against the occurrence of postulated 
.lccidcnts in the Dresden.Station - Units 2 and 3 is provided through 
correct design, manufacture, and operation, and the quality assurance 
pr~~raro used to establish the necessary high integrity of the reactor 
,;yi;tem, as considered in the Commis~ion's Safety Evaluation for Unit 2 
d.ltcd October 17, 1969, and Safety Evaluation for Unit 3 dated 
~:~wcnber 18, 1970. Deviations that may occur are handled by protective 
!')'Ster.IS to place and hold the plant in a safe condition. Notl.l'ithstanding 
t!1i~, the conservative postulate is made that serious accidents might 
!"ccur, even though they may be extremely unlikely; and engineered 
,,.l'.ety features are installed to citigate those postulated events which 
~re judged credible. 

';he probabi li ~, of occurrence of accidents and the spectnl!!l of their 
•0~sequences to be considered from an environmental e!fects standpoint 
h;t\'C been analyzed using best estimates of probabilities and realistic 
~i,:sion product release and transport assumptions. For site evaluation 
i~ the Cot'll'!lission's safety review, extremely conservative assumptions 
~· i 11 be used for the purpose of coriparin g calculated doses resulting 
!ro!'.l a hypothetical release of fission products fror.i the fuel against 
t'1C' 10 CFR Part 100 siting guidelines. Realistically computed doses 
l~.lt ~ould be received by the population and environment from the 
~ccidents which are postulated would be significantly less than those 
presented in the Safety Evaluation. 

i~ Connission issued guidance to applicants on September 1, 1971, re
~uiring the consideration of a spectrum of accidents •~th assl.ll!lptions as 
realistic as the state of knowledge permits. The Applicant's response 
i.:.:is contained in the ''Supplement I to Dresden 3 Nuclear Power Station 
[nvironmental Report," dated November 8, 1971. 

The Applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident 
~s~urnptions and guidance issued as a proposed amendment to Appendix D of 
10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December l, 1971. Nine classes of 
~o~tulatec accidents and occurrences ranging in severity frorn trivial to 
vc ry serious were identified by the Commission. In general, accidents in 
the high potential consequence end of the spectruin have a low occurrence 
~ate. The exariples selected by the -Applicant for these cases are shO\o.-n 
ln Table 7 .1. The examples selected are reasonably horrop,eneous in terns 
of probability 1.l'ithin each class. 

Co~is~ion estinates of the dose \..+iich might be received by an assUTI1ed 
individual standing at the site boundary in the downvind direction, using 
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TABLE 7 .1 Classification of Postulated Accidents and Occurrences 

Class 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

AEC Description 

Trivial incidents 

Small releases outside 
containment 

Radio.active waste system 
failure 

Fission products of pri
mary system (BWR) 

Fission products to pri
mary and secondary systems 
(P\.lR) 

Refueling accident 

Spent fuel handling 
accident 

Accident initiation events 
considered in design
basis evaluation in the 
Safety Analysis Report 

Hypothetical sequence of 
failures.more severe than 
Class 8 

Applicant's Examples 

Not considered 

Reactor coolant leaks outside 
containment 

Abnormal release from offgas system 
and release from holdup system via 
purge valve operation 

Fuel failure during normal 
operation 

N. A. 

Design basis refueling accident 
involving a fuel assembly dropping 
onto the reactor core 

Movement of spent fuel cask outside 
containment and onsite 

Loss of coolant accident, stlam 
line break accident, and coritrtil 
rod drop accident 

·Not considered 
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Cl:iss 

1. 0 

~.o 

).0 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

:. .0 

4.1 

4.2 

5.0 
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Summary of Radiological Consequences of Postulated Accidentsl 

Event 

Trivial incidents 

Small releases outside 
c'on ta in men t 

Rad~aste System failures 

Equipment leak.age or mal
function 

Release of waste gas 
storage tank contents 

Release of liquid waste 
storage contents 

Fission products to primary 
system (BWR) 

Fuel cladding defects 

Off-design transients that 
induce fuel failures above 
those expected 

Fission products to primary 
and secondary systems (PWR) 

Estimated 
Fraction of 
10 CFR Part 20 
limit at site 
boundary2 

3 

3 

0.087 

0.35 

<O. 001 

3 

0.004 

N. A. 

Es-timated 
Dose to 
Population 
in 50 mile 
radius 
man-rem 

3 

3 

17 

69 

<0.l 

3 

l.8 

N. A. 

1The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are 
based on airborne transport of radioactive materials resulting in both 
a direct and an inhalation dose. Our evaluation of the accident doses 
assumes that the Applicant's environmental monitoring program and 
appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated subsequent 
to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) would detect the 
presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely manner such 
that remedial action could be taken if necessary to limit exposure from 
other potential pathways to man. 

·Represents the calculated fraction of a whole body dose of 500 mrem, 
or the equivalent dose to an organ. 

'These releases are expected to be a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 20 
liMits for either gaseous or liquid effluents. 
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Cl.ass 

6.0 

6.1 

6.2 

I' 

7.0 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

8.0 

8.1 

8.8.l(a) 

8. 2 (a) 

8. 2 (b) 

8.3(a) 

8. 3 (b) 
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TABLE 7.2 (cont'd) 

Event 

Refueling accidents 

Fuel bundle drop 

Heavy object drop onto fuel 
in core 

Spent fuel handling 
accident 

Fuel assembly drop in 
fuel rack 

Heavy object drop onto 
fuel rack 

Fuel cask drop 

Accident initiation events 
considered in design basis 
evaluarion in the SAR 

Loss-of-Coolant accidents 

Small break 

Large break 

Break in instrument line from 
primary system that penetrates 
the containment 

Rod ejection accident (P~1R) 

Rod drop accident (BWR) 

Steamline breaks (PWR's 
outside containment) 

Steamline break (BWR) 

Small break 

Large break 

.,. 
Estimated 
Fraction of 
10 CFR Part 20 
limit at site 
boundary2 

0.002 

0.015 

0.003 

0.006 

0.13 

<0.001 

0.26 

<0.001 

N. A. 

0.004 

N. A. 

0.003 

0.015 

Estimated 
Dose to 
Population 
in 50 mile 
radius 
man-rem 

0.4 

3.0 

0.66 

1.2 

26 

<0.1 

41 

<0.1 

N. A. 

2.1 

N. A. 

0.6 

3.1 
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:•a· :t!'su:nptions in the proposed Annex to Appendix D of 10 CFR 50,*. are 
.... , ... .:nted in Table 7. 2. Estimates of the integrated exposure that might 
~ jclivered to the population within 50 miles of the site are also pre
,r:-:t.-d in Table 7. 2. The man-rem estimate was based on the projected 
~.·;-ulation t.'ithin 50 miles of the site for the year 1980. 

rr ri£orously establish .a realistic annual risk, the calculated doses in 
: .. ~le 7.2 would have to be multiplied by estimated probabilities. The 
rwrits in Classes 1 and. 2 represent occurrences which are anticipated 
~uring plant operations; and their consequences, which are very small, 
.sr•' considered "'"1 thin the framework of routine effluents from the plant. 
r_"C.:C'Pt for a lir.ii ted amount of fuel failures the events :in Classes 3 
t~rou~h 5 are not anticipated during plant operation; but events of this 
:v:-e could occur sometime during the 40 year plant lifetine. Accidents 
!~ Classes 6 and 7 anc! Sl!lall accidents in Class 8 are of similar or lower 
:-r~b:ibility than accidents in Classes 3 through 5 but are still possible. 
:~ .. - probabili t)' of occurrence of large Class 8 accidents is very small. 
7!:crcfore, 'When the consequences indicated in Table 7.2 are weighted by 
~r~~abilities, the environmental risk is verj low. The postulated occur
~··~ces in Class 9 involve sequences of successive failures more severe 
:!;:t:'l those required to be considered in the design bases of protection 
syHc::-.s and engineered safety features. Their consequences could be 
~rvere. Ho~ever, the probahility of their occurrence is judged so small 
~!i:it their environmental risk is extrernely lo~. Defense in depth 
<~ultiple ?hysical barriers), quality assurance for design, manufacture 
J:'\C O?eration, continued surveillance and testing, and conservative 
cc~ibT' are all applied to provide and maintain a high degree of assurance 
t1J: potential accidents in this class are, and will remain, sufficiently 
io:~Jl 1 in probability that the envirom:1ental risk is ext re1:1ely low. 

ihc r\EC is currently performing a study to assess more quantitatively 
t!iC'!'.e risks. The initial results of these efforts are expected to be 
:iv:iilable in early 1974. This study is called the Reactor Safety 
C:tucy and is an effort to develop realistic data on the probabilities 
:ind sequences of accidents in water cooled power reactors, in order to 
1~;-irove the quantification of available knowledge related to nuclear 
rc~ctor accidents probabilities. The Commission has organized a special 
Cr0 up of about 50 specialists under the direction of Professor Norman 
~~s~ussen of MIT to conduct the study. The scope of the study has been 
Cl!'.tussed \Jith EPA and described in correspondence with EPA which has 
~<'Cl"I ?laced in the AEC Public Document Rooo (letter. Doub to Dominick, 
dated June. S, 1973). 

*The meteorological conditions indicated in this annex approxil!late the 
cis?ersion conditions which would prevail at least 504 of the time. 
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As vi th all new information developed which might have an effect on 
the health and safety of the public, the results of these. studies will 
be made public and would be assessed on a ti.!Dely basis vi.thin the 
regulatory process on generic or specific bases as may be warranted. 

Table 7.2 indicates that the realistically estimated radiological con
sequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures of an 
assumed individual at the site boundary to concentr~tions of radioactive 
materials that are within the Maximum Permissible.Concentrations (MPC) of 
Table II of 10 CFR Part 20. The table also shows that the estiI:1ated inte
grated exposure of the population within 50 miles of the plant from each 
postulated accident would be orders of magnitude smaller than that from 
naturally occurring radioactivity. The e>CPosure frorn naturally occurring 
radioactivity corresponds to approxi.I!lately 1,100,000 man-rec per year 
~ithin a 50 mile radius based on a natural background of ·135 mre!!l/year 
When conside~ed l."ith the probability of occurrence, the a~ual potential 
radiation exposure of the population from all the postulated accidents 
is an even smaller fraction of the exposure from natural background 
radiation and, in fact, is well within naturally occurring variations 
in the natural background. It is concluded fro~ the results of the 
realistic analysis that the environnental risks due to postulated 
radiological accidents are exceedingly small, and need not to be con
sidered further. 

7. 2 TRANSPORTATION ACCIDE~!S INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS 

Based on recent accident statistics, 1 a shipment of fuel or waste cay be 
expected to be involved in an acciden.t about once in a total of 750,000 
shipment-miles. Based on regulatory standards and requirements for 
package design and quality assurance, results of tests, and past experi
ence, Type B packages are likely to withstand all but very severe, highly 
unusual accidents. The probability of a Type B package being breached 
is lo,.,, so lo"'· that det.ailed consideration is not required in this 
analysis. Although the consequences of a release could be serious, 
the probability of occurrence is small, and therefore the risk or il:lpact 
on the environment is very small. Based on data developed in Section 3.5, 
the Staff estimates that a maximum total of 2.2 million shipment-ciles 
of irradiated fuel and solid radioactive waste could be accrued during 
the 30-year lifetime of Units 2 and 3. 

Provisions in transportation regulations are designed to assure maxim~ 
containment of wastes and minimum contamination from wastes in accide~ts. 
Shipments of va~tes are likely to be made by exclusive-use truck, which 
means that the vehicle is loaded by the consignor an~ unloaded by the · 
cr,nsignee. In most cases the shipments are marle in closed vehicles. 
Since the shipment is exclusive-use, the shipper can provide specific 
instructi.:>ns to carrier personnel regarding procedures in case of 
accidents. 
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~:.,:::::iission and Department of Transportation regulations 2 provide-speci-
:·i.:: instructions to carriers for segregating daeaged and leaking packages, 

..;:l..:'i' ing people away frorn the scene of an accident, and notification of 
· t~ 1 c !'hipper and the Department of Transportation. 

~~.::h pack.age containing radioactive t!laterial is labeled vi.th the radio
·';ictive material label-, a distinctive label which identifies the material 
·.ind provides a visual warning. The regulations 3 specify placarding on 

:he outside of the truck for identifying the presence of shipments of 
l~r~e quantities of radioactive materials. An extensive program has 
hcen carried out over the past several years by which emergency personnel, 
i~cluding police departments, fire departments, and civil defense offices, 
h.we been advised of procedures .to follow in accidents involving radio-
:1c ti ve l'laterials and other hazardous materials. Specific instruct.ions 
~ith regard to radioactive materials have been provided through the 
..\EC's efforts as well as those of carrier organizations such as the 
~ureau of Explosives of the Association of American Railroads, the. 
A~crican Trucking Association, and the Air'Transoort Association. An 
intergovernmental program to provide personnel and equipment is avail
~ble at the request of persons (truck drivers, police, bystanders, or 
other persons) at the scene of such accidents. 

The waste itself is confined either in the form of solidified materials, 
such as concrete, or compacted solids. The low level of radioactivity 
in the waste together with the fonn of the waste serves to minimize the 
contamination in the unlikely event that there is a spill in an accident. 

7~e procedures prescribed by existing applicable regulations, together 
~ith the other precautions discussed above, are considered by the Comois
sion to be adequate to mitigate the effects of infrequent accidents which 
~ir,ht occur involving shipments of wastes from the Station. 

7.:? .1 New Fuel 

Under accident conditions other than accidental criticality, the pelletized 
forT.'l of the nuclear fuel, its encapsulation, and the low specific activity 
of the fuel limit the radiological impact on the environment to negligible 
l~vels. r 

1ne packaging is designed to prevent criticality under normal and severe 
~ccident conditions. To release a n1.Dllber of fuel assemblies under condi
tions that could lead to accidental criticality would require severe 
d:i~age or destruction of more than one package, which is unlikely to 
happen in other than an extremely severe accident. The probability that 
an accident could occur under conditions that could result in accidental 
criticality is extremely remote •. 
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If criticality were to occur in a transportation accid~nt, persons with
in a radius of about 16 feet from the accident would receive a fatal or 
near-fatal exposure unless shielded by intervening material. Exposure 
levels drop off rapidly with distance (exposure is approximately 20 rem 
at a radius of 50 feet), and are of the order of 100 mrem at a radius of 
100 feet from the accident. No detectable radiation effects are expected 
at distances greater than 100 feet. Although there would be no nuclear 
explosion, heat generated in the reaction would probably separate the 
fuel elements so that the reactions would stop. The reaction would not 
·be expected to continue for more than a few seconds nor to recur. Resid
ual radiation levels due to induced radioactivity in the fuel elements 
might reach a few roentgens per hour at three feet and there would be 
very little dispersion of solid radioactive material. 

7.2.2 Irradiated Fuel 

Effects on the environment from accidental releases of radioactive mate
rials during shipment of irradiated fuel have been estimated for the 
situation where contaminated coolant is released and the situation where 
gases and coolant are released. 

(a) Leakage of contaminated coolant resulting fro?:! improper closing 
of the cask is possible as a result of human error, even though 
the shipper is required to follow specific pcocedures which in
clude tests and examination of the closed container prior to 
each shipment. Such an accident is highly unlikely during the 
30-year life of the plant. 

Leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 cc per second or about 
80 drops/hour is about the smallest amount of leakage that c.an 
be detected by visual observation of a large container. If 
undetected leakage of contaminat~d liquid coolant were to 
occur, the amount would be so small that the individual expo
sure would not exceed a few mrem and only a very fe'I*' people 
would receive such exposures. 

(b) Release of gases and coolant is an extremely remote possibility. 
In :he improbable event that a cask is involved in an extremely 
severe accident such that the cask containment is breached and 
the cladding of the fuel assemblies penetrated, SCITle of the 
coolant and some of the noble gases might be released from the 
cask. 

In such an accident, the amount of radioactive material released 
would be limited to the available fraction of the noble gases in 
the void spaces in the fuel pins and some fraction of the low 
level contamination in the coolant. Persons would not be expected 
to remain near the accident due to the severe conditions which 
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\,;ould be involved, including a major fire. If releases occurre.,d, 
they would be ex?ected to take place in a short period of time. 
<'nl\' a limited area vould be affected. Persons in the downwind 

.,. ~er.ion ;:ind \.ti thin 100 feet. or so of the accident might receive 
coses as hi~h as a fe\.: hundred millirem. Under average weather 
conditions, a few hundred square feet mis;ht be conta?:li.nated to 

'.i the extent that it "1ould .require decontamination (that is, 
t. Ran~e I contanination levels) according to the standardsi. of the 

=:n\'i ronr.iental Protection Agency. 

·i.2.3 Solid Radioactive Wastes 

~ t is highly unlikely that a shipment of solid radioactive waste will be 
i~volved in a severe accident during the 30-year life of the plant. If 

.1 s~ip:ient of lo\.~-level "1aste (in drums) becomes involved in a severe 

.1.-cident, some release of "1aste might occur, but the specific activity 
r-f the waste •:ill be so loy.· that the e>..-posure of personnel would not be 
l'x;>ected to be significant. Other solid radioactive wastes will be 
c:!ii !:>ped in '!'ype B packages. The probability of release from a Type B 
~.'.ld:aee, in even a very severe accident, is sufficiently small that, 
cr-nsidering the solid form of the waste and.the very renote probability 
t~at a ship~ent of such waste would be involved in a very severe accident, 
the likelihood of significant exposure would be extrR-mely S?llall. 

1n either case, spread of the contamination beyond the iT11"1ediate area is 
unlikely and, although local cleanup t!light be required, no significant 
cx;>osure to the general public would· be expected to result. 

i.2.4 Severity of Postulated Transportation Accidents 

~~ events postulated in this analysis are unlikely but possible. n:>re 
s('vere accidents than those analyzed can be postulated and their conse
que~ces could be severe. Quality assurance for design, l'lanufacture, and 
uc:c of the packages, continued surveillance and testing of ;iacl~ages and 
transport conditions, and conservative d~sign of ?ac~ages ensure that 
the probability of accidents of this latter potential is sufficiently 
5 ~~11 that the environmental risk is extreT!lely low. For those reasons, 
~re severe accidents have not been included in the analysis. 

i · 3 COOLING LAKE Dl)~F. FAILURES 

The Dresden cooling lake was evaluated from a hydrologic standpoint to 
determine \.~hether overtopping or dike failures fro!!l other means could 
create a major hazard to the public. The consequences of dike failures 
"'

1'Cre evaluated in a preliminary manner, limiting the study to only those 
locations where dike failure could potentially cause problems to local 
r~sidents. To deteinine the locations that should be studied, the · 
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·investigations and evaluations performed by the staff on the foundations 
beneath the perimeter dike were used as ~ides. In addition, the study 
also included the consequences of a dike failure which could be caused 
by a rupture of the 36-inch, high-pressure natural gas pipeline at 
either of its intersections with the periT!leter dike. 

7. 3 .1 Dike Failures Caused by Overtopping 

For the evaluation of the lake for overtopping, the 48-hour local 
probable maximum precipitation (PMP) was conservatively esti.!!Jated for 
the site, based on the U. S. Heather Bureau's (no'-' NOAA) Hydrooeteor
ological Re?ort ~lo. 33, as approximately 35 inches. (The probable 
maximum precipitation is defined as the maxinurr, precipitation considered 
reasonably possible in the hydrologic region.) Assur.iing that no re
leases would be made fro~ the lake during the storm, and severe '-'ind 
and wave activity could occur coincident "''ith the storm, the staff 
considers the dikes safe from overtopping since approY.im.ately two feet 
of freeboard would be available bet1o1een the maxi."'!lll!!l "''ater surface eleva
tion of about 525 feet MSL and the top of the dikes at 527 feet ~L. 

7.3.2 Dike Failures Caused by Natural Gas Pipeline Explosions 

A buried 36-inch, high-pressure natural gas pipeline transects t~e area 
occupied by the coolin~ lake, passing directly underneath the south and 
we~t perimeter dikes. Although the possibility of an explosion sooe•:here 
along the pipeline would, in general, fall within nomal .design ancl acci
dent assessment probability lir.ii ts, the probability. of an e>.."Plosion in 
the iTT1'7lediate vicinity of either intersection would be quite low. ~ever

theless, a preliminary analysis was perfoI":':led to evaluate the consequences 
of dike failures caused by such explosions. For the west dike, the study 
indicated that considerable damage could be caused by a flood wave 
resulting from such an explosion to the access road paralleling the dike 
in this area. However, since no permanent residences are located in this 
.:~eneral vicinity, the possibility of loss of life is extrenely sr.alL 
The only danger would be to traffic on the road at the til'le the flood 
wave arrived. The water would tend to accumulate in the area bounced 
by the road on the west, the perimeter dike on the east, and the s~all 
dike protecting the discharge canal of the lake on the north. The 
natural drainaee in this area is to the north where the water is col
lected in a drainage channel that transports it to a siphon under the 
plant discharP,e canal and thence to the Goose Lake Pur.iping Station on 
the v.ankakee River. Pondage in this are~ frorn water issuing fro~ any 
potential dike failure is likely to reriain for sometime due to the rela
tively low p\J::\pin~ rates in relation to the large volume 9f W3ter in the 
coolinr, lake (approxi~ately 12,250 acre-feet). Therefore~ sone incon
venience would be likely for local traffic on the access road. 

ror the soutl-i dike, the major concern was whether a failure of the cil:e 
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due to an explosion would create a major hazard to the children ii the 
rcose Lake School which normally holds about 20 elementary students (see 
ff\f.· 3.8 for location). The natural drainage in this area is fron east 
Gi;l ~est (towarc the school) with higher ground generally south of the 
road. 0•.ir evaluation indicated that no serious t>roblern to the school 

l
~ld occur. Since the differential elevation of the water behind the 
ke in the area of the pipeline is only about 5 feet, the flood wav~ 

. ro~ the ass~ed breach would be about 2 feet high at the road paral
leling the dike. The distance from the assU!!lec breach to the school is 
3p~roxinately 6,600 feet and the school is located on the opposite side 
of the road from the dike. In addition, the drainage channel at the toe 
of the dike varies frorn 15 to 22 feet wide. The co!"lbined effect of all 
these factors is that by the tiroe a flood wave could reach the vicinity 
of the school, it will be contained in the drainage channel and will not 
~o~e a threat to the school in the fo~ of a sudden rus~ of water which 
could inperil children. 

7.3.3 Dike Failures Caused by Foundation Conditions 

~e ~eologic evaluations by the staff of the cooling lake perimeter 
~ikes reco~mendec a nl.rlber of areas for further investi~ations anc noni
torin~ prograr..s by the a?plicant. The staff's hydrolo~ic evaluations of 
the consequences of potential dike failures were limited to these potential 
.1rC'as. 

For the south dike the portion in the vicinity of the Goose Lake School 
·.:as identified as a potential problem area. If a failure were to occur 
11cre the consec;uences could be very serious. Directly across the road 
~ro~ this area is Goose ~ake School, and a dike failure could cause a 
:1ood wave as high as approximately four feet ~o strike the school. It 
is very likely that the da~age could be extensive and possibly result in 
injury and/or loss of life to any occu~ants. 

;or the other potential proble~ areas along the south dike, it was 
dcternined that no ser.ious consequences of a postulated dike failure 
1.:ould occur. The staff has estinated that, in tl-ie event of a failure, 
:iost of the cooling lake water would be carried by the drainage channel 
at the toe of the dike (probably washing out the culvert under ~ill Road) 
to the Goose Lake Pumping Station on the Kanka~ee River. 

For the west dike, a number of problem areas were identified. However, 
the hydrologic evaluation of dil<e failures in these areas indicated no 
~crious consequences would probably occur. This is due to the fact that, 
although the la~e is the deepest in this area, there are no permanent 
residences close enough to be damaged. Water issuin~ !rorn dike failures 
i~ this area vill be collected by the drainage channel to the siphon 
~der the lake discharge canal. It is then pun~ed into the Kanl<akee 
·'~ver at Goose Lake Pur:1oing Station. Some ponda~e may occur near the 
st~hon, but this should present no serious ~ro~lem. f I 

f! ,· 
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For the north dike, problem areas were identified du(. to possible seepage 
and the possibility of the extention of an abandoned :eoal mine under the 
dike. ~st of the potential failure areas have been stabilized by sheet 
piling extending into relatively :il!lpervious clay or bedrock. The con
sequences of postulated dike failures along this diY.e would be quite 
serious since a nUC1ber of both pe~nent and seasonal residences are 
located on the banks of the Kankakee P.iver, just" north of the dike. The 
staff has estimated that flood waves as high as 5 feet could impinge on 
these residences, causing serious dac.age and possibly injury and/or loss 
of life to residents. 

The Staff concludes however, that the potential for dike failure will be 
reducec by the requirements in Section 5.1.4. Also, the required dike 
surveillance pro~rarn should provide an early warning of potential failure 
and allo;,• mitigating actions to be taken. 
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r--r Annex to Apprndi.~ Vis propo · d. 

(e) 1-kteurolugy aosumptions-x/Q values shall ue l/10 of those gi\'en 
in AEC Safety Guid,· i\u. 3 dated ~ovember 2, 19i0. 

(f) Cnns<'<JUl'n1 c·s shuu!rl h·: calculatecl by weightin~ the effects in dif
ferent din·etinn~ l1y the irrqul·ncy the wind bl11ws in each direction. 

ACCIDENT-5.0 FISSION PRODUCTS TO PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY SYSTEMS (PRESSURIZED 

WATER REACTOR) 
5.1 F11.c/ claddi119 dcf c.:t.< a11d steam getirrator lrak. 

Releases from these n·ent~ shall be includl'd and e\·aluated under routine 
rcleas,in accordance with proposed Appendix I. 

5. Off-a'c.rig11 fl'ansicnrs that i11d11cc fucl fai/11rc abo~·c tliMc rxfcct<·a' OilJ 
steam ~11crctor /cal: (such as flow block:igc and flux malJistriLutions). 

(al 0.02 pcrl'.ent of the corr inyentury of noble ga.;cc; and 0.02 1icrccnt of 
the c~ inventory of halogens ~hall' be assumed to lx! relc.1se<l into the reactor 
coolant. -

(b) Avcr:igc in,·eniory in the prim:1ry ,.;ystcm prior to the transient shall 
be based 011 Uj it· rat ion with 0.5 ]'l'rCent faikd fut:!. 

(c) Secondary c;yc;tem t:ciuilibrium radioactivity prinr to the transient 
shall Le h:1c;t"I on a 20 gal./d;:y ~tt·::m generator kak anJ a 10 g.p.m. lilow
<lown ratt'. 

(d\ All nlll1lt· g:.<.\';o ;ind O.i r~·r.-ent uf the halog..:r1:' in t!H· steam n::ichin;.: 
the c0ndemcr sh:d: be a~sum<'d tCJ be released by thl' condenser :ii~ ejector. 

(cl ~Te1c1..·~··l· 1 ~_1 :1;;~ump1i,in~-x'0 Yaluc~ shali Le 1/10 of those .giYCn 
in AEC S:.tfcty Guide Ko. 4. 

(f) Consequence'- should !''.'. calcubtC'd by weighting the effects m dif
ferent directions hy the frequency the: \\ind blows in each direction. 

5.3 S:can: ,rJ,·;::rator tu!'< r11tt11r,-. 

(;i) 1:; pcrct·;11 • ·i the ;,Y•:ra.:::" im·cntory ~·f nobk g-::,..cs antl halo;:;er-:~ ir. 
the prim:..try coolan1 ~h;,IJ Le a~sumcd to be released into the seco:iJ:•:-y coolant. 

The a\'craf:'e J.>rimary rn0JJ.n: actiYity shall be based on 0.5 percent failed 
fuel. 

(b) E<,uiliLriur.1 r:idioacti\'i!y prior h• rupture shall be La;;t:.J on a 20 
gallon per day !'teo.r.1 gener:;tr.1r h:;;J; and a 10 g-.p.m. Llc-.wdo\\'n rate. 

(c) All n0l1l(' i.;.:~C'~ and 0.1 percent 0i the halogen~ in the steam reaching 
the condenser shall be assumed to Le rekased by the condenser air cjcnor. 

(d) J.] eteorol0gy a!'c;umptions-x/Q ya)ues shall br I/JO of those giYen 
in /\EC Safety Guide Ko. 4. 

(e) Consequence!' should be calculated by weig-hting the effect~ in differ
ent dirc-ctions by the frequency the wind blows in each direction. 

ACCIDENT-6.0 REFUELING ACCIDENTS 
6.1 F11.c! .bundle drC'f. 

(a) The i:;ap actiYity (noble gasc~ and halogens) ir. one row oi iucl ?ins 
shall he assumed to be released into the water. (Gap actiYity is 1 percent of 
tnl;il ar.tiYity in a pin.). 

(b) One week clccay time before the accident occurs shall be assumed. 

(c) Jorlinc clrcontamination factor in water shall be 500. 

Nuclear Regulation Rcpons 10 Cl'"R 50, App. D ~ 7469 
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E?->- Annt:'x to Appendix Dis proposed. 

(cl) Charcoal filter efficiency for i(•dines c:;hall be Cf) percent. 

(<' ! A rr:ilistic fraction of the c(\nt:iinmrnt \'olum1: shall lie assumed to 
91eak t(J thl' :itmosplirre prior t•' isc:>l:iti1~;..·. thL· r011tainment. 

. (f'1 !\leteornl<>gy a~~umptiuns-x/\ ... .' ,·;ilul·c; c:;h:dl be 1/10 of thu>-e gi·.l'n 
in A El ~akty Cuidl· 1\o. 3 l•r ..J. 

(g) Com.rCJucnce~ shnulJ hl' cakul::tC'rl by weighting th1: effects in differ
ent directions by the freCJucncy the \\'llHI blnw$ in each direction. 

6.2 lira<·'.'' ohjcct drop 011!0 /11,-/ iii cor.-. 

(:i) Th¥"·'P arti,·ity (n< 1!1k g.'l"\'!' ;111.J h:-:ln.::-tn,;) in •"illC' :l\'l'r:ige fud 
a!'sembly c:;h!ii he ;issum1:d t(\ be H"le:i~cd intu till· water (G:ip :icti\'ity !'hall 
be l percent of total acti\'ity in a pir..) 

(b) 

(c) 

(<I) 

JOO p.ours of clec:1y time l.icfnr1· •.•l>jl·ct is dropped c:;hall 

Iocl'e decontamin:1tion fact11r in \\·;1tlT shall be 500. 

Charrnal filter efficiency for iodinl'~ sh:ill hl' 99 percent. 

be assumed. 

(r) A realistic fraction of the cvntainment volume shall be assumed to 
leak to the atmo<:.phere prior to isolating the containment. 

(f) \1eteor11l0g-y ac;c;llmptionc;-x/Q ,·alucc; shall be 1/HI of th11,;c i;1nn 
in AEC :-;;iiety G11ide :t\o 3 or 4. 

(g) Consequence,;. c;houlJ be c;ilcul:lll'd b:· weightin~ t!1c C'fren~ m 
different directions by the fref]uency thl' wind t.kws in each direction. 

ACCIDENT-i.O SPENT FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT 

:-.1 Furl D.i\n11f./y drut in fuel storagr pool. 

f:. Th·· g:q• acti\'ity (nol>le g-ase~ and halogens) in om· rem· of iuel pins 
sii:11l l1t· :!~su11,.·d trJ lie· rrlvac;ed into the w~1ter. (Gap acti\'ity !'h:ill be 1 per
cent of tot:il :1•ti\·ity in :i pin) 

(IJ · One week dcc;:iy time bdore ;,cciccnt occurs shall be ;,~si.;mc:d. 

(c) Iodine decontamination factor in water sh<ill be ~00. 

(d_l Charcoal filter efficiency for iodines shall be 99 per.:ent. 

(e) ~!eteorolo:::>· assurnptiom-x:'Q \'alues sh:ill be 1/10 of those gi"en in 
AEC Safety Guide No. 3 or 4. 

(f) Consequcncec; sh:ill l•e c:11culated by weii:;htin;:: the effect~ in differ
ent directions hy the frequency the wind blow~ in each direction. 

7.2 Hcw.·y nbjcct drop onto fuel r1xl::. 

(Cl) The g-ap acti\'ity (noble gases and halogem.) in one averag-c fuel 
assembly shall be assumed to be releJsecl into the water. (Gap activity is l 
percent of total acti,·ity in a pin i. 

(h) 30 days decay time before the accident uccurs shall be assumed. 

(c) Iodine decontamination factor in w~ter shall be 500. 

_(d) Charco:il filter efficiency for iodines c:;hall be 99 percent. 

(e) l\feteorolo.i::-y ;i<;c;umptions-x/Q values shall l>e 1/10 of those giYen 
in AEC Safety Guide l\o. 3 or 4. 

(f) Consequrnces should be calculated by weighting the effects in differ
ent directions by the frl'quency the winu l.ilows in l'ach direction. 
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l';ut ~·'-Lic.cnsini; of Produc.tion and U:.ih:.:>tK" "'' .lit1·.~ 

~>-Annex to Appendix D is propos· 1:. 
7.3 Fuel cask drof. 

(a) Noble g-;L~ pp acti,·1ty from nne fully loaded fuel cask • 120 day 
C'noling) sh:ill he :i.s~umr<l to Li~ rl'kJ.~L'J. l Cap activity 5ha.IJ be 1 percent of 
t0tal acti,·ity in the pin~). 

(b) !'l'!etc:orulc'~Y :i~ .... umptions-x/Q values shall lie 1/10 of thosr given 
in AEC Safety Guic.k i\o. 3 or 4. 

(c) Conseciucncc:~ should be c:ilcubtcd by "·eight!!'l;;' the effec:,; in diil'cr
ent directions. by the frequency the wind blow;. in each liirrction. 

ACCrDl:NT-1.0 ACCIDl:NT INITIATION r.n,;n CONS!DU.ro '" DESlCN Bf.SIS E\'AL\;ATIV,. IN TH~ 

SAJ"C:T\" ANAL'\'SlS RErORT 

8.1 Loss-of-coolant CC'hdcnts. 

Small pip,r br~ak (6" or lesn 

(al Sourer lerm-The r.·:eragc· radic3rt1,·1ty 
lnvcnlory In the prlmnry coolnnt sha!! Ix' 
a.ssumpd (Th is Inventory shall be b:..srd 
on ope~atior. with (' 5 prrrrr.: !ailrd fur~). 

(bl Filter cffi~ienC'if":; ~ha:: be 9~ pcrrr1it for 
Internal filters and 99 perce:n for exteri;al 
fil t.crs. 

(c) &O percent bulldin!; mixing for bc;illng 
'''aler reac\o~; 'ha!: br s.ssuzned. 

(d l f'cr the c'.!ccu o! Pin teout. Sp~n::s. Dr• 
cont:1mlna:1o::i f'nr:n: ln Pool. ni;d Core 
Sp:-ay~ the f0How1ns reduct1on !artor.s s!•A.ll 
be a.ssum'd: 

Fo' pri'ssuri:ec u·atc• renctor~~ IV; .... ~'.h 
C'hcrr.tcal Rdd!~\\·p= tn sprays. O.~ ~er JIO 
chemical addl:l,·c, 

Foe boilrn9 warer reactors-0.2. 
te) A real:.tic bulidlni; leak ra;e s.s b bnc

llon of time she.!I be a.5snmed. 

1!1 1'le1C'"rology A'snmp:lon.<-~ Q "'''"t"S 
sllnl: br 1 '10 c~ tho•e ~·"er, In AEC Safety 
Guide 1'0. 3 or 4 

(g) Consequ,nces should be calcuie.ted by 
v.'eii;htlni; the etrec~s In dllferen; directioru; 
by lhe frequencv the '1.'ind blows in each 
direction.' · 

Large pipe break 

(a) S0urce term-Th' a\·erl\j:'.~ radic•n"'1·:i:::-
1m·t'n\ory In lhe prlmnry cool:i.nt sha:l be 
a<<umed (This ln\'enlory sh:\!l be bar.ed on 
operatl0n ll'itr. r..~ rercrn! fa: or'.! !"c:). 
plus rt>l~nsc in:o tht- co0i1:i;t o~. 

For 'P'C$Suri:cd lcatcr Tra1"'~('1· .\-2 prrcrr.l 
of \hp core. ln\'r.alor~· o~ r.:1!c·!;C:1s a·"c1 

Fr:ir l'lo1.':r.p t.'·,-,t.·f rca.:tci·!'--0.2 rrrrr~t 
r•r !~1r co~f' 1n·:rnt~r:r of hn~r'."'r:::: n1·.c1 
nnl1lc J.:!l."'~.c:.. 

(bl Fili.rr cffH·1cnc~d· sh.all be ~5 prhrn! fr.r 
lr.lcrnaJ filters and P9 ptrcent for eKlerr.:o! 
ftl!crs. • 

(c; !>O percrr.t b:·.ld111~ mixln!; f<:>: boilin;; 
'1.'nter rc:1ctors shall bt a..'sumetl. 

(di f'or ~he effects r>! f'l:1:ront. C'ont.alnmc:-t 
5pr3)'S. Ce>re Sprn::s (\'Alu~• b:.~c:l "" C• ~ 
rr:7r:-,: Of holn~., a~ In organic !Cl:m 1 t!1e 
follo'l\·l:i!; reduct10:: h~\O~s sr.r.1: br a'
sun1('d: 

Fo· r~r'!'-f..11ri-:rd i.:.c:r:- rrarto•.t-(• n~ ·111:'.!~1 

chl'mir:1: nddi:ll'Co In sprays. 0.2 f(.Jr no 
chemtr:.l addl'.ll'C< 

For boil;ng u·arcr react""·'-": 
,,~ A rt:.a.U$4.~C bt:!ldi:i~ lr:ik !'.l1f •. :~ :'\ ~:::"IC· 

lion Of lime and inr!;i~;:-.& dCEipl lr:>.k:\~C 

ol stee.:nline ,.&J,·eo rn E\\'P..s shn:J br 
assumed. 

(f 1 MP\eoroloi;y A~>umpt•O••>-\ ·Q ,.,,, "~' 
~hall be 1 '10 of lhosP i;i\·c:: ;;i AEC 5:.!c:y 
GuidP No. 3 or 4. 

((:) Consequ~nces should bf' c:i:cuhtrd b; 
,..eli;htlng the etrecls In dlf!ercnt d:rrc· 
\Ions b,. tr.c !requPncy I.hi' v.·lnd. blowE 1:1 
Pnch direction. 

8.1 (a) Brea/: in instn111:n:t line from primcry S>Jtcm that trnrt~afcs tl:c 
co11tai11mc11f (Jines not proYi<led with isolation capability inside containment). 

(:i.) The prim:ny coobnt i11\'rntnry l'f noule gases and halogens shall be 
b;t,.:ccJ 011 operation with 0.5 pcrcrnt iaikd fuel. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON'S RESPONSE TO 
NRC TECHNICAL REVIEW QUESTION 7, ROUND 2 



• 

QUESTION NUMBER 7: 

Provide a description and drawings showing the location of the 
most critical fuel as~embly drop. Provide the maximum drop 
he'ght used in the analysis. Provide a listing of all other 
heavy objects which are transported over the pool and the poten
tia 1 damage 'to 'the fuel ncks from the maxillT'.:n energy of these 
objects at impact. Discuss quantitatively the consequences of a . 
fuel bundle dropping straight through the tube and impacting the 

~·Jttc:n of the rack. 

RESPONSE: 

The top corne!"s of the racks were found to be the most critical 

locations for evaluating the consequence of dropping a fuel bur.dle. 
When the fue1 bund1e drops on the ·rack, the cross sectional area 
of the ce11 wa 11 s absorbing the irn~act energy increases as the 
load is transmitted downward. Since this gradually-increasing 
cross sectional area is minimum when the fuel bundle drops on a 
corner, the latter constituted the most critical location. 

For evaluating the consequences of fuel bundle drop, the bundle 
configuration was assumed to be vertical at impact (Figure 7.1). 
An inclined drop was judged to be less critical from :he following 
considerations: 

(a) The impact area wi 11 be larger 

(b) The impact will be •softer• because of the flexibility af 
the fuel bundle itself. 
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FIGURE 7 .1 SPENT FUEL RACK SHOWING CRmCAL 

lOCATIOr~ OF POSTIJLAiED FUEL BUNDLE DROP 

Bund1e 



e·· 
In the analysis, it was assumed that the equipment and opernting 

.Procedures used to handle the fuel bundles in the spent fuel pool 
limits the maximum height of fuel bundle drop during an accident 
to be less than 12 inches. 

In the event that a fuel bundle drops straight through a tube, it 
will impact on the fuel support plate inside the tube. Each fuel. 
support plate is a·thin (3/16-inch) rectangular plate with n 
circular hole at the center. this is attached to the inside of 
the tube with fillet welds. A detailed finite element analysis 
of the fuel support plate shows tbat the plate starts yielding at a 
load of 2680 pounds. The energy required to cause the plate to 
yield is small compared to the energy with which the b'!.lndle ~·ill 
impact the fuel support plate. Hence the plate will yield under 
the impacting bundle. However, the fuel support plat~s can be 
dispensed with since tbese are not essential for the structural 
integrity of the rack. The stress analysis reported in the 
licensing report was performed without considering the stiffening 
effect of the fuel support plates. · 

An elasto-plastic limit analysis of the fuel support plate was 
performed which showed that tbe collapse load of the fuel support 
plate is 5010 pounds. Thus, tbe maximum load the plate can transrr.it 
to the tube wall is limited to 5010 pounds. Stresses in the tube 
wall due to this load were computed at a height of 5.09 incbes from 
the fuel support plate using a finite element model of a portion of 
the rack in the vicinity ofthe drop. This location represe~ts the 
lowermost elevation for active fuel. The maximum stress at this 
elevation was computed to be 10,750 psi which is below the yield 
stress of the material (i.e. 30,000 psi). Thus, even though the 
fuel support plate would yield when subjected to the dropping fuel 
bundle load, the stresses in the rack tubes in the active region 
will remain within the yield limit. 

Other heavy objects which are moved over or near the spent fuel 
pool are a spent fuel cask and various reactor ioternals. The 
spent fuel casks which is less tban 100 tons is handled as a 
"Restricted Load" and can oot be physically moved anywhere for 
which a drop analysis bas not been performed. This is brou~ht into 
the pool over the cask pad by a single failure-proof handling crane. 
If the cask would drop it would impact the cask pad area only. This 
bas been analyzed in Dresden Spcial Report No. 28 submitted to the 
NRC, dated May 31, 1978. Varous reactor internals will periodically 
be removed from the reactor totbe pool for temporary stor~~e. 
Special care is taken to move tbe internals around the spent fuel. 

The racks were evaluated for tbe drop of a fuel bundle onlr. Due 
tothe controls described above no other heavy objects were assuriled 
to imp~ct on the racks. 
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14. 2. 2 Refueling Accident 

14. 2. 2. l Identification 

During a refueling operation the primary containment (drywell-suppression chamber) and the 

reactor vessel are open; the secondary containment (reactor building) remains in-sen;ce as the major 

barrier to the rele~se of radioactive materials. The accident is assumed to occur when a fuel assembly 

is accidentally dropped onto the top of the core during fuel handling operations. 

14.2.2.2 Designed Safeguards 

:". 

The reactor core is designed to remain subcritical with one control rod flilly withdrawn even if 

it is assumed that a fresh fuel assembly is dropped into an empty fuel space in an otherwise fully con

stituted core. At least two control rods adjacent to the empty fuel space must be withdrawn for a nuclear 

excursion to occur. 

With the reactor mode switch in "refuel'' or "startup" a rod withdrawal interlock prevents any 

withdrawal whenever the travel limit switch on the refueling platform indicates that the platform is 

carrying fuel over the reactor core. 

With the reactor mode sv.itch in "refuel," a rod v.ithdrawal interlock prevents the v.ithdrawal of 

more than one control rod. When any one rod position indicator shows that a rod is withdrawn from the 

fully inserted position, the interlock is effective. 

When any rod position indicator shows a rod is v.ithdrawn, an interlock prevents the movement of 

the refueling platform toward a position over the reactor core while the hoists are carrying fuel. 

Each fuel hoist is equipped v.ith a load limit switch and two independent travel limit switches to 

prevent damage due to upward, vertical movement. To drop the fuel assembly either the assembly bale, 

the fuel grapple, or the grapple cable must break. 

· 14. 2. 2. 3 Procedural Safeguards 

Refueling procedures require verification that the reactor is subcritical by withdrav.ing and rein

serting a control rod before and after each fuel loading group. 

Procedures require the reactor control operator to observe rod position instrumentation and to 

be in communication with the refueling operator during all fuel loading operations. 

14. 2. 2. 4 Accident Analysis 

Dropping a fuel assembly onto the core from the maximum height allowed by the refueling equip

ment (less than 30 !eet) would produce an impact velocity of 40 ft/sec. The kinetic ener~y acquired by 
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the falling assembly would be less thao 17,000 ft-lb. This energy would be dissipated in one or more 

impacts. The first impact would be expected to dissipate most of the energy and hence produce the 

largest number of perforated fuel rods. In order to estimate the expected number of failed rods in each 

impact an energy approach has been used. 

The fuel assembly would be expected to impact on the core at a small angle from the vertical, 

possibly inducing a bending mode of failure oo the impacting fuel rods of the Ciropped assembly. The 

bending mode of failure-:could be expected to absorb little energy per rod if one assumes that each rod 

resists the imposed bending load by a couple consisting of only two equal, opposite concentrated forces 

per rod. Actual perforrnation tests with concentrated point loads show that each rod absorbs about 1 ft-lb 

to perforation. 

For rods which fail due to gross compression distortion, each rod would be expected to absorb 

about 250 ft-lb to perforation (this is based on l 'k uniform plastic deformation of the rods). This energy 

is the expected energy to just perforate each rod; on the first impact, energy in excess of perforation 

energy would be absorbed in the rod and other structures of the fuel assembly. A fuel assembly consists 

of about 11 i;[ clad structure, 17~ other structural material and 72i fuel, by weight. It has beeo assumed 

that none of the fuel material absorbs the kinetic energy of the fall. 

The energy absorption on successive impacts has been estimated by consideration of a plastic 

impact. Conser\'ation of momentum under a plastic impact shows that the fractional kinetic energy 

absorbed during impact is 1 - Mi "'•here M
1 

is the impacting mass and M
2 

is the struck mass. 

Ml -t M2 

Based on the fuel geometry ~ithin the core, effectively 4 fuel assemblies are struck by the impacting 

assembly. The fractional energy loss oo the first impact would be expected to be about 80%. / 

The second impact would be expected to be less direct; that is, the broad.side of the assembly 

wolf1d be expected to impact approximately 24 more fuel assemblies so that after the second impact 

only . 008, or about l ~. of the original kinetic energy would be available for a third impact. Since l % 
of .the total kinetic energy is 170 ft-lb, and a single rod is capable of absorbing 250 ft-1 b in compression 

before perforation it is unlikely that any rods v .. ould be perforated oo a third impact. In the less likely 

event of the dropped assembly striking only one or two assemblies instead of four, the efiective mass of 

the core support structure would still be expected to produce a mass effect similar to the assumed four 

assemblies. Therefore, the energy distribution per impact v.•ould still be very much higher on the first 

impact compared to second and possibly third impacts. 

Since the first impact is expected to dissipate 0. 80 x 17, 000, or 13, 600 ft-lb, and a 49 rod 

assembly could absorb as little as 49 ft-lb in clad performation or as much as 49 x 250 = 12, 500 ft-lb 

in clad perforation, at least one assembly (49 rods) would be expected to be perforated in the.first 

impact. To perforate the 49 rods, ft is estimated that at least as much other structural energy absorp

tion would take pl ace since there is more "other structural material" (17%) than "clad structure" (11 %) 
present io a fuel assembly. ~'this basis, the first impact (invohing as many as 5 assemblies, or as 
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few as 2 assemblies) would consume more than the assumed 13, 600 ft-lb. To consenatively estimate 

the expected number of perforated rods, it is assumed that the 49 rods of the dropped assembly are 

perforated due to bending which absorbs little energy in the rods. Because the other 4 assemblies are 

guided and in place in the core, performation of these rods \1ould be expected in a direct corr:pression 

mode. On this basis the.; impacted assemblies are capable of absorbing 250 x 49 x.; or -l9, (1(1(• ft-lb 

of energy in cladding alone. From this consideration it is clear that not all rods of the struck assem

blies would be expected to be perforated. The expected number of perforated would be at most: 

0. 8 x l i ! 000 x 11.117 
250 3'1 

Similarly, during the second impact the expected number of perforated rods would be no more than: 

p.o-0.8) x 1~.0onx lliVi =S 
3 

2~0 . 

Thus, the expected number of failed rods would be less than 49 -+ 35-+ 8 or 92 failed rods. 

Although only U2 failed rods would be expected from a fuel drop accident, it may be argued that 

with some lesser probability more elements could be failed if the sequence of events which occurred 

caused more bending failures than expected in this sequence. To bound this possibility, it is assumed 

that all five assemblies experience bending failures on the first impact which would produce :i .x ..J9 or 

245 perforated rods: On the second impact the 8 tie-rods in each of the 24 assemblies are considerably 

more susceptible to bending than other. rods. As previously discussed, bending absorbs only a small 

amount of energy. Therefore, the second impact could be assumed to perforate !:l x 2.; = 192 rods due to 

bending failure and ~additional rods due to failure in the compression mode as pre\"iously discussed. 

Thus, a total maximum of 2-l:i-. l!J2-+ 8 or 445 fuel rods, is the upper limit of possible fuel rod failures 

which could occur from a fuel drop accident. 

4.2.2.5 Radiological Effects 

Fission Product Release from Fuel 

Fission product r('lcase estimates for the expected 92 fuel rod failures are based on the following 

assumptions: 

1. The reactor fuel has an average irradiation time of 1000 days at 2527 M\\'t up to 2-l hours 

prior to the fuel assembly drop. 

2. As in the Control Rod Drop Accident, a maximum of 1 percent of the noble gas acth·ity is 

in the fuel rod plenums and a maximum of o. 5 percent of the h~logen acth'i~· is in ihe fuel 

plenums. Ne~ligible solid or particulate activity would be released from the fuel nnd any 

such release would be absorbed in the reactor pool water. 
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The quantities of fission products calculated to be released from the failed fuel to the ""ater are: 

Fission Product 

Noble Gases (Xe, Kr) 

Halogens (Br, I) 

Amount Released (curies) from fuel 

5 x 103 

3 x 103 

Fission Product Inventory in the Reactor Building 

All of the noble gas .fission products are assumed to be released from the reactor water to the 

reactor building. 

The halogens released are absorbed in the pool. They are assumed to be evolved from the pool 

into the air to establish an equilibrium partition factor. At the halogen concentration in the water 

(10g
7 

mo! liter) from a refueling accident the partition factors are 1
10

4 (Reference l), 2 x 103 

4 
(Reference 2), and 10 (Reference 3). In the analysis of this accident the partition factor was conser-

vatively assumed to be 102. 

Halogen fission products would also fall out and plate out in the reactor building, but additional 

halogens would be evolved from the reactor water to maintain equilibrium concentration in the reactor 

building air if a true equilibrium condition were established as is assumed in th.is analysis. There would 

be little fallout or plate out of the noble gas fission products. 

Based on the above assumptions and a 100 percent of building volume per day discharge rate 

through the standby gaE treatment system, the calculated building fission product inventory v.ith time is 

sho'i\'TI in Table 14. 2. 4. 

Maio Stack Release Rate 

The standby gas treatment system is actuated automatically on high area raruation in the reactor 

building in order to control the release of fission products to the atmosphere. Monitors are located near 

the fuel pool, and the standby gas treatment system will be initiated prior to fission product release by the 

regular ventilation system. 'The standby gas treatment system can pull a vacuum of 0. 25 in. of water in 

the reactor building volume per day through the filters to the elevated release point. The amount of 

(1) Miller, et al., '1nternational Symposium on Fission Product Release and Transport Under 
Accident Conditions," Paper 12, April, 1955, oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

(2) Allen, T. L., and Keefer, R. M., ''The Formation of Hypoiodus Acid and Hydrated Iodine Cation 
by the Hydrolysis of Iodine," JACS 77, No. 11, June, 1955. 

(3) Watson, Bancroft and Hoelke, AECL-1130, "Iodine Containment by Dousing in NPD-11," 1960. 
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TABLE 14.2.4 

REACTOR BUILDING AIRBORNE FISSIO!' PRODUCT I'l'-'VENTORY 

(Curies) 

Time Noble Gases Halogens 

1 minute 4.9x103 1.0 x 102 

30 minutes 4.8 x 203 1. 0 x 102 

1 hour 4.6.xlo3 1.0 x 102 

3 hours 4.2 x 103 9.8xl01 

10 hours 2.9 x 203 7.8x101 

1 day 1.4 x 20
3 5.4 x 10

1 

3 days 1.4 x 202 l.8xl01 

10 days 5.6xlo-2 5.8 x lo· 

25 days 0 8. 6 x 10 
-5 

fission products that are released to the atmosphere is calculated assuming that the efficiency of the 

filters is only 99 percent. The filter units, which consist of demisters, high efficiency filters and 

charcoal filters, have an actual filter efficiency on the order of 99. 9 percent. The acti,ity release rate 

is as follows: 

Time 

1 minute 

30 minutes 

1 hour 

3 hours 

10 hours 

1 day 

. 3 days 

10 days 

25 days 

TABLE 14.2. 5 

STACK RELEASE RATE TO ATM°'5PHERE 

(Curies/sec) 

Noble Gases 

5.6Xl0-2 

5.Sxl0-2 

5.3 x 20-2 

4.8 x 10-2 

3.4 x 10-2 

l.6xl0-2 

l.6xl0-3 

6.5 x 10-7 

0 

Meteorology and Dose Rates 

Halogens 

1.2xlo-5 

1.2xlo-5 

1.2xlo-5 

1.0 x lo- 5 

9.1x10-6 

6.3x 10-6 

2.1 x 10-6 

-7 6. 7 x 10 

1.0xlO-ll 

Table 14. 2 .6 summarizes the calculated radiological effects for the follov.ing six meterological 

conditions: very stable conditions with a 2 mph wind speed (VS-2), moderately stable condition with a 

2 mph wind speed (MS-2), neutral stability condition with 2 and 10 mph wind speeds (N-2 and N-10), and 

unstable stability conditions with 2 8Jld 10 mph v.ind speeds (U-2 and U-10). The largest of these 
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TABLF. 14.2.6 

RADIOWGICAL EFFECTS OF THE REFUELING ACCIDENT 

DISTANCE 
(mlle11) FIRST 2-HOUR DOSE 

VS-2 MS-2 ~ ~ ~ 

WHOLE RODY PASSINO CLOUD llOSE (rP.m) 

1/2 3. 5 JI 10 
-4 

3. 5 JI 10 
-4 3.8 JI l0-4 

5. 9 JI 10 
-5 

4. 7 JI 10 
-4 

2.3Jll0-4 2. 4 JI 10 
-4 2.9J1l0-4 4. :I JI 10-5 2. l ii l0-4 

5 - - 7.91110-1; 

9 -(1 )- :I. 4 JI 10-6 

II! - - - 2. 2 JI 10-6 -
LIFETIME THYROID l'JOSE (rem) 

1/2 .121 • 2.6 JI 10-5 6. 6 JI 10-7 l.:IJ1l0-4 

• - 6.4J1l0-5 6. 0 JI 10-6 5. 5 JI 10-5 

a - - - 2.0 JI l0-6 

9 - - - A. 7 11 10-7 -
12 - - - 5. 8 JI l0-7 -

WHOLE BODY FALUJUT DOSF: (rem) 

1/2 • • 1.6 JI 10_,, 2.0 JI 10-9 l.11 II l0-7 

l • • 3. 8 JI 10-8 l.8" 10-8 7. 4 JI 10 
-8 

II - - - 5.9 JI l0-9 -
9 - - - 2. 6 JI 10-9 -

12 - - - l. 7 " 10-
9 -

WHOLE BOD\' FALLOUT (WASHOUT) 00.'~E (rem) 

1/2 I. 5 JI 10 
-6 

5. 5" 10 
-7 

II 

9 -
12 -

(l) Flr11t 2 hour drillP 111 r.rro 11lnr.r time of r.lnud tr11vcl IA 1tre11tr.r lh11n 2 hour11. 

(2) The 11ymhnl "•" mrAnll leRA th•n I JI io- 10 . 

TOTAL ACCIDENT OOSF: 

~ VS-2 MS-2 ~ ..18.Q_ .JL:.L ~ 

6. R x I0- 5 2. :i • 10-:l 2. :i. 10-:l 2. 5 JI 10-:i 3.8 II 10-4 3. I x 10-:J 4. 4 II 10-4 

:i. :i II 10-5 1.51110-:l l.5Jll0-:I l. 9 11 I 0-:l 2.R JI l0-4 l.41110-:l 2.2 JI 10-4 

:I. 5 x I 0-r. 4. I x 10 
-4 4.61110-4 

2. R x 10 
-4 5.2J1I0-5 9.5" 10-5 2.2 JI 10-5 

I. 4 x I0-6 2. :I x I o-4 2. 5 x I 0-4 9.6J1l0-5 2.2 JI 10-r.. 2.9. 10-5 8 9 J1 IO-fl 

R. R JI 10 -7 
I. 6 JI 10 

-4 l. 7 JI I 0-4 5. 3 JI 10-5 l.4J1l0- 5 l. 6 JI l0-5 5. 7 JI l0-6 

1.4. 10-5 • 9.0 J1 10-R 2.lJll0-4 5. 3 JI 10-6 l.lJ1lO-:i l.2 JI 10-4 

7. 4 JI I 0-fl • 4. fl JI 10-fl 5. l JI 10 
-4 

4. 8 JI 10-5 4. 4 JI 10-4 6,0 JI l0-5 

7,!;Jll0-7 • l. I JI I 0-4 
8. 3 JI 10 

-5 l.6J1l0-5 3. 4 JI 10-5 
fl. l JI 10 

-6 

:i. 2 JI 10-7 2.5 JI 10-8 I. 0 JI 10 
-4 

3. 5 ll 10 
-5 7.0Jll0-6 l.4Jll0-S 2.llJll0-6 

2.lJ1l0-7 2.2 JI 10-7 8.9J1l0-5 2.3 JI 10-5 
4. 7 " lo-

6 e. e " 10-
11 l.7Jll0-8 

9.7 JI 10-!I • • 4. 4 JI 10 -7 II. II JI 10-ll II. l ll 10-ll 2. II a 10-ll 

5. 0" 10- 11 • 5.11•10-9 
I. I • 10 

-6 5.lJ1l0-7 2. l " 10-ll l. 4 JI 10-6 

5. l JI 10-9 1. :i JI l0-7 -7 • I. 8 JI 10 l. 7 " 10 
-7 1.6" 10-

1 1.4 "10-T 

2"2 II 10-9 
II l.2J1I0-7 

7. 4 " 10-
8 

7. 4 JI 10 
-8 

6. 5 " 10 
-8 6. l II 10-8 

I. 4 JI 10-9 • l.lJ1l0-7 4.91110-8 4.9 .10-8 4.2 II 10-e 4. 0 JI 10-e 

Wlnrl Sf>t'erl 

4.2 JI l0-5 Meteorology ~h) 

l. 6 " I o-
5 VS-2 Very Alllhle 2 

l. 6 JI 10-11 MS-2 ModP.rAtcly 11table 2 

6.41110-7 N-2 NP.utnl 2 

4.lJll0-7 N-10 Neutral 10 

11-2 UnBtnhle 2 

11-10 Unelllhle 10 

... ,,. 
"' I ... 
O> 
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radiation exposures is well below the limits of lOCFRlOO. For the failure of 445 rods, the calculated 

upper bound, the doses are at most only 6.4 x 10-4 of lOCFRlOO guideline dose limits. 

14. 2. 3 Ma in Steam Line Break Outside the Drv·well 

14. 2. 3. l Identification 

The postulated accident is a sudden, complete severance of one main steam line outside the drywell 

\\1th subsequent release of steam and water containing fission products to the pipe tunnel and the turbine 

building. This large flow of steam to the turbine building will fail blowout panels and lead to formation of 

a large steam cloud which is presumed to drift to the site boundary. 

14. 2. 3. 2 Assumptions 

To evaluate the over-all consequences of the postulated severance of one of the four main steam 

lines, the sequence of events following the break was investigated in detail. The initial conditions prior 

to the loss of coolant accident were assumed to be: 

Reactor Power 252i M\\'T 

Reactor Pressure l 020 psi a 

Normal Water L-evel in Reactor Vessel 

14. 2. 3. 3 Main Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure 

The steam blowdown flow ra~e through both ends of the postulated break would cause an increase 

ill steam flow in each of the four lines to the maximum value allowed by critical flow considerations. 

Flow limiters (venturis) are siz.ed in conjunction with isolation \'alve closure time so that core submergence 

i.s assured during blowdown and after termination of the accident. Therefore, venturi design limits the 

maximum initial steam blowdown rate to 200 percent of rated steam flow. Rapid depressurization in the 

steam lines downstream of the !loll' limiters would initiate closure of the main turbine admission \•alves 

within 0. 2 seconds after the accident. The in~reased pressure differential across the flow limiters would 

indicate the severance immediately and initiate main steam line isolation valve closure (all 8 valves) 

within 0. 5 seconds after the accident. Multiple flow limiter pressure differential sensors are pro\·ided in 

the reactor protection system to accomplish this function. 

14. 2. 3. 4 Reactor Core Shutdown 

A reactor scram would be initiated by a position sv.itch on each steam line isolation \·alve at 

approximately 10 percent closure of the valve stem, as described in Section 7. 7.1. Therefore, control 

rod insertion would begin within 1.5 second after the break for Ill> isolation \•alve closure total time of 

10. 5 seconds (0. 5 seconds detection plus 10 seconds closure). The steam line isolation valves are 

designed to close against reactor operating pressure. ln addition to the scram from main steam line 
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4.0 ANALYSES OF DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS 

Four major postulated accident 1ituations were considered as desigti basis 
accidents ·to assess the adequacy of the Unit 2 engineered safety 
features to control the possible escape of fission products frorr. 
the facility. The design basis accidents enelyted vere: (l) control· 
rod·drop, (2) refueling, (3) steam-Hoe-break, and (4) loss-of·coolect 
accidents. In addition, ve examined postulated accidents which could 
result from pipe or component ruptures within emergency core cooling 
subsystems such es the core spray, LPCI, end HPCI systems. Our 
evaluation of tbese accidents showed tbat effective core cooling · 
would be maintained and that the resultant radiological consequences 
were significantly less then those calculsted for tbe desigti basis 
accidents. 

Tbe results of our analyses for the design basis accidents are 
summarized in the following sections end tbe doses vbich we beve 
calculated using c:mservative essWtptions ere summarized in Table 4.o. 
The doses resulting frorr, tbese postulated accidents are well within 
10 CFR Part 100 guideline val.ues. 

Accident 

Loss of Coolant 

Refueling 

Control Roe Drop 

Steam Line Break 

:'ABLE 4.0 

CALCt.11..ATED DOSEE IN T"rlE EVEl:"T or 
POS'I'lJV.TEI: ACCIIn"I'S AT UNI'.i c OR 3 

Two Hour Dose et 30 Dey Dose At Tbe 
Site Boundary {rem) Low Population Zone (re") 
Th)Toid 'Whole Body Thyroid Whole Bodv 

185 8 90 2 

25 <1 8 1 

55 l 1 < l 

25 <l < l <l 
(10 sec valve closure 

time) 

----
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Loss of Coolant Inside the Dryvell 

In calculating the consequences of the loss-of-coolant accident, we 
have assumed fission product release fractions released from the core 
es suggested in Technical Inforllfltion Document 14844, "Calculations of 
Distance Factors for POiier and Test Reactor Sites;' i.e., 100% of the 
noble gases, 5o1> of the be logens, and l~ of the solids. In addition, 
50i of the halogens released from the core is assumed to plate out onto 
internal surfaces of the containment building or onto internal cor.l
pone~ts. The primary containment was assumed to leek et a constant 
rate of 2.0 percent of the containment volume per day for the cilretion 
of the accident without consideration of the effects of·decreasing 
pressure during tbe post-accident interval. 

We have assumed e 9~ halogen removal efficiency of the charcoal absorbers 
of the standby gas treatment syste~ in the secondary containment building. 
In our anelfsis, ve took the conservative approach of assuming that leakage 
frorr. the dry.."ell goes directly to the standby gas treatment system vithout 
mixing in the reactor building and then to the environs via the 310-foot 
stack. 

Fumigation conditions vere assumed for the first half hour exposure et 
the site boundary, foll011ed by the most conservative unstable condition. 
The controlling location vas found to be about 1300 meters northeast of 
the stack, et ·e 100-foot river bluff. InCBlculating the doses at the low 
population distance for the first 8 hours, ve used a diluticn. factor, 
based on the curves for the various Plisquill types of meteorology for 
e 310-foot release height, that maxittizes the calculated dose es e 
fUnction of distance. For 8 to 24 hours this condition was assumed to 
continue, but the plume was· spread uniformly in a 22-1/2 degree sector. 
For the next three days, the wind wes assumed to continue blorwing into 
the same sector, but diffusion conditions vere varied so as to shift the 
location of the rneximuro concentration, end the vind speed vas allowed to 
increase. After four days, similar diffUsion conditions we~used, but 
the wind was assumed to remein in tlr sector only l/3 of the time. 

In addition to the radtlogical consequences of an assumed loss-of-coolant 
accident, ttepotential consequences of radiolytic decextposition or. water 
have been considered. Such decomposition vould result in the production 
of gaseous hydrogen end oxygen in the containment atmosphere. If 
sufficient hydrogen end oxygen ere produced by such e reaction, it is 
possible that e flamoeble mixture could be attained in tbe containment 
that if ignited vould introduce an additional source of energy into the 
containment system. Preliminary studies by the applicant suggest tbat 
the extent of the decomposition reaction ClBY be limited by beck-reaction 
rates. This matter is undergoing thorough review by industry, Oak Ridge 
Notional Laboratory, Bettelle Memorial- Institute, and the Commission's 
Division of Reactor Licensing. We vill ev9luate further information as 
it beco~es available and vill require the applicant to take such action 
as deemed necessary to control the concentration of hydrogen in the 
conte inment. 
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Refueling Accident 

In our evaluation of the refueling accident ve assume that during the 
fuel hen:ling operations, a fuel bundle fells vith $ufficient force to 
physically da:nage (perforate) u9 fuel rods (lassembly) with consequent 
release of 201: of the· poble gases an: 10% of the halogens from the 
damaged rods into the reactor building. Ninety percent of the halogens 
released fro~ the perforated fuel rods are assumed to remain in the 
refueling vater. The remaining airborne fission products (20~ of the 
noble gases end l~ of the halogens contained in the fUel) vithin the 
building are assumed to be discharged to tl"Eatmosphere through the standby 
gas treatment syster.. (with en iodine filter removal efficiency of 90%) 
and through the stack over e two-hour period. It is assumed that the 
accident occurs 2h hours after shut:o-..·n. The meteorological conditions 
assumed are the seT.e as described above for a loss-of-coolant accident. 

Even in the extremely unlikely event that es many as nine :f'u~l assemblies 
vere to fail, as suggested in the applicant's anelysis based on the 
conservation of energy following impact of a fuel assembly on the core, 
the doses would re:iein well belOW' the 10 CF:l Part 100 guideline values. 

Control Roe Drop 

In the control-rod-drop accident it is assumed that e bottom-entry rod 
has been fully inserted enc hes stuck in this position unk.no;r.i to the 
reactor operator. It is then essur.iec that t~e drive becomes uncoupled 
and wi thdreYn fro::: tbf: rod. Subsequently, it is assumed that the rod 
fells out of the core inserting en amount of reactivity corresponding 
to the war th of the rod. 

Hot standby is the worst operating condition at vbich the accident could 
happen both because e higher energy release is calculated for this condi
tion and because a path for the unfiltered release of fission products 
could exist through the mechanical vacuum pump on the condenser. A rod 
reactivity vorth of 2.5~Ak, the highest vortil rod permitted by the 
Technical S~ecifications, wRs &ssurned in the analysis. This reactivity 
addition would result in e peek fUel energy density of ab::>ut 220 cal/g:w 
(average across the peek fuel pellet). Perforation of about 330 fUel 
rods is predicted. 

We have evaluated the consequences of the control-rod-drop accident 
assuming thet 330 fuel rods fail, releasing 100 percent of the noble 
gases and 50 percent of the heloger.s from the effected rods to the . 
primary system. Of the halogens released from the effected rods, 
90 percent are assumed to be retained in the primary aystem and one-helf 
of the remaining halogens ere assumed to be removed by plateout. All 
of the noble gases and 2.5~ of ·the ·halogens would be -released rrom the 
primary system through the condenser vacuum pump syste~ to the atmos
phere. A ground release was assumed vith Type F · conditions 
at l m/sec for the two-hour doses at the site boundary. At the lOli 
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population distance, these conditions were assumed to continue for 
8 hours, follo...,e:J bys preecing of the plume into e 22-1/2 degree 
sector fro~ 8 to 24 ~curs. For this accident, the 24-hour time 
interval is the full course of the accide:1t. 

An euto~etic isolation valve hes been installed on the discharge 
side of the condenser vecuu~ pu:ir vhic~ would be closed by a high 
radiation signal ~rom the stee~ line monitor to confine fission 
products released frcxr. the fuel to the primary system. The pump 
would also be tripped by these signals, thus providing a second 
barrier to the release of fission products. These features were 
considered in the calculations, and the resulting doses are well 
within t~e 10 CFP Pert 100 guidelines. 

I' 

The applicant has proposed, end •e agree, to allcrw initial fuel loading 
without secondary contain:nent. The rod-drop accident for the unirra
dietea core durinf the initial fuel loading of Unit 2 ;;ithot:t seconcary 
containment has been anel~ed, assUIJiing an energy generation of 82 MW-sec 
in the 20) fuel pins which perforate 'durin~ the transient, the release 
fractions note: a :io"e a no a fact er of 2 for plate ou: in the build ins. 
The resulting of~site dose fror. a ground level release is approximately 
2 rem th~roid, with a muc~ smaller whole booy dose. These doses ere well 
vithin the 10 CF!\ Part 100 guidelines. Secondary containment integTity 
will be established prior to power operation of Unit 2 • 

Stearo Line Break Outside Containment 

The break of a rr.e in steam ··line outside of both the dryve ll and the 
reactor building represen~s e potential escape route for reactor 
coolant from the vessel to the atmosphere without passage through the 
reactor building An::: standby ges treatment system. · 

The stearr. line brPek w::uld be sensed by either high stea::: flcr- or 
increased temperature in tbe pipe tunnel if the break occurred in this 
region. The stea; line isolation valves would stert to close vithin 
0.5 second after tbe steam line break is sensed. The valves ere 
designed for a cl~sure ticie of !rem 3 to 10 seconds. In O\r analysis, 
we have assumed that valve closure time is increased to its maxiir.u:; 
adjustment of 10 seconds. The meteorological considerations essu::;ed 
for this accident ~re the saoe e~ for the control-rod-drop accident. 

In -order to assure that the doses that may result from a steam line break 
do not exceed 10 CP'R Part 100 guidelines, it is necessary that n~ fuel 
rod per~orations c~cur prior to cl~sure ~f the 1::18in steao line is~letion 
valves. Analyses ~ve been provided that show fuel rod cladeing 
perforations ~oul: be evoicec for valve closure times, inclu~ine 
1nstru.,'llen.t del,ey, es long_as 10.5 seconds. In our opinion, these 
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an~lyses app~ar :-easona~le ~n~ could support acceptance of v~lve 
closure ti~es up to abou: 10 secor.ds. F.cwever, ~or a1ditio~~: ~~r~in 
to assu:-e that fuel !ailure would not occ'.ll' ~urin~ the t.r~nsie~t be
fore t'ie v~lves ;:i.re c:osed, the ':'ec!:nic1l Sp~ci'!"ic~t.ion!'; will re~uire 
a v3.l ve clos:..re. time of not greater thi:u: 5 seco::ds. 'F'urth~r. +_.~,~ 

p:-i;:-.ary coolar.t total iodine fissior. product i!':ventor:• is ~st?.b:ished 
at 2S /UCi/cc, wt.i ch corresponds to tr.e allowed stack release rates. 
Usir.s ti':ese assu::::::-tior.s, the two-ho"W.r thy:-oid dose wot:.ld be re::h.:.ced 
to a~Frohimately 10 re~. 

4.5 Conclusion 

Or. the basis of our evaluation, the radiological doses that could 
re3u:i.t fro~ a.:iy of the desigr. basis accidents are well withir. the 
guideli~e values give~ in 10 CFR ?art 100. 

. " 
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4.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSES 

Four major po1tulated design basia accidents (thoee involving the 
potential releaee of eignificant &mDunts of fi1sion producte) were 
examined u part of our review for Dreaden Unit 2. 'l'he aesumptiona 
uaed and reeulting doeee are deecribed in Section 4.0 of our Safety 
!valuation for Dreaden Onit 2 (Appendi.z A). On the bu ii of that 
evaluation of the •arioua de11gn basis accidents, ve concluded that 
the calculated radiological doeee that could result from any of the 
accidents are well vithiD the guidelines given in 10 CFR Part 100. 
Dresden 3 is virtually identical to Onit 2 and located adjacent to 
it; nothing hu arilen 11.Dce our previous report to change our 
concluaion with re1pect to Unit 2 and it is applicable also to Unit 3. 

S.O EMERGENCY PLANNING 

In Amendment 12 for Unit 2 and Amendment 13 for Uuit 3, the applicant 
de1cribed a compreheaaive plan for coping vith the couaequences of an 
accident which might affect the general public, including arrangements 
to deal vith radiological emergenciea that have been made vith 
reepou.ible agenciu of the State of lllinoie and appropriate local 
officiall. Our review of these amendments concluded that the arrange
.. nts made by. the applicant to cope vith the possible consequences of 
accidents at the 1ite were both reasonable 1md prudent, and that there 
i1 adequate u1ur.:Dce that euch arrangemente vill be satisfactorily 
implemented in the w:ilikely event that _they al..e needed. · . • 

OD Kay 21, 1970, the Atomic Energy Co111111i1sion noticed its intent to 
aend its regulation, 10 CFR Part SO, "LiceDSing of Production and 
Utilization Facilities," to •pecify in more detail the information re
quired fr01a applicants in regard to emergency planning to be eubraitted 
to the Commi11ion. Ve have again reviewed thf' applicant'• eubmitfal 
on emergency planning and conclude that it confot1111 to the intent of 
the propoaed change to 10 CFR S0.34 of the Comm1S1ion's regulations 
and ie acceptable. 

6. 0 CX>NDUCT OF OPERATIONS ARD TECHNICAL QUAJ..lFICA!IONS 

In our Safety Evaluation for Onit 2 (Appendix A) ve concluded that the 
applicant vae technically qualified to operate that facility md had 
e1tabliabed efhctive means. for CODtinuing review, evaluation, and 
improvebent of plant operational Hfety. 'l'be 1tartup teat program 
i1 curre!)tly being cooducted for Dresden 2. l'be applicant has encouctered 
certain operat·ion.al dif Ucultiea vhich have_ resulted in cha~ges to the 
Dreeden 2 facility, Technical Specifications, operating procedures mid 
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